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Initial Identification of ELLs

State law defines the term “English language learner” (ELL) as “a child who does not speak English or
whose native language is not English, and who is not currently able to perform ordinary classroom work
in English.”
Under federal and state law, districts must take appropriate steps to identify ELLs so they can receive
instruction that is designed to assist them in learning the English language and subject matter content,
and their parents can participate in the decision-making process relative to the type of program the
identified ELL will receive. When a new student enrolls at GNBVTHS, it is our obligation to determine
whether the student is an ELL by following appropriate procedures and to place the student in the
appropriate instructional program to support content area and language learning (603 CMR 14.02). In
order to ensure that ELLs’ diverse needs are met, we must start by properly identifying students who
need English language support. The diagram below provides a process for determining whether a newly
enrolled student is an ELL.
Step 1: Administer a home language survey to all newly enrolling students.
Step 2: Assess the English proficiency of a student when the answer to any of the questions
on the HLS is a language other than English. A screening test is not necessary for students
who come from another Massachusetts district or another WIDA state if GNBVTHS is able to
obtain ACCESS 2.0 results from the test that was administered within the last calendar year.
Step 3: Determine whether the student is an ELL using screening test results and make initial
placement decisions.
Step 4: Notify parent and/or legal guardian of language screening assessment results and
initial placement. Inform parent of the right to “opt out” or to secure and an SEI program
waiver in a language the parent can understand, to the extent practicable.
Step 5: Code the student determined to be an ELL in all future SIMS reports submitted to the
Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (MA DESE).

Step 1: Administer a Home Language Survey
The primary purpose of a Home Language Survey (HLS) is to determine whether a student has been
exposed to a language other than English in the student’s home and should be assessed for English
language proficiency (Appendix A). The HLS also presents an opportunity to collect other useful
information about the student that will help district personnel understand the student’s personal and
educational history in order to plan an appropriate educational program for the student.
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When administering the HLS, GNBVTHS will:
 Administer the survey to ALL new students. The individuals administering the HLS should be
professionals, such as teachers, principal, or guidance counselors, who have had training in the
procedure. It is not appropriate for school secretaries or paraprofessionals to perform this task.
 Record-keeping system. HLSs provide useful information about ELLs and will be filed in ESL
Department students folders as a resource for educators.

Step 2: Assess English Language Proficiency
Every student whose HLS indicates that a language other than English is spoken at home must be
assessed for English language proficiency. Students should be administered the language proficiency
test when the answer to any question on the HLS is a language other than English. The assessment shall
take place and parents will be notified of the results in their preferred language no later than 30 days
after the beginning of the school year and within two weeks if the student enrolls in school during the
school year. GNBVTHS will keep the record of the parents’ preferred language for future
communications as well.
GNBVTHS will use WIDA (World-Class Instructional Design and Assessment) screeners for initial
identification of ELLs. Language proficiency tests should be administered by an educator trained to
administer the screening assessment(s) used in the district. If a newly enrolled student transferred from
another district within Massachusetts or from another WIDA state, it is possible that he or she
participated in the annual language proficiency assessment (ACCESS 2.0 for ELLs). If so, and if the test
was administered within the last calendar year, instead of retesting the student, district staff can use
ACCESS 2.0 for ELLs results in the student’s recorders to determine his or her English language
proficiency.

Step 3: Determine ELL or Non-ELL Status and Make Initial Placement
Decisions
GNBVTHS will use the results of one of the state required language screening assessments, namely WIDA
Screeners, and the guidance to interpret the scores provided below to determine whether the student is
or is not an ELL. The WIDA Screener is to be administered by trained, licensed teachers or school
administrators. Interpretation of the screening assessment scores and subsequent decision about
whether a student is an ELL should be made by a licensed ESL teacher or the ELL administrator.


Initial Identification of ELLs in grades 9-12
Any student who is administered the WIDA Screener and scores below an overall composite
proficiency level of 4.5 and a composite literacy (reading/writing) proficiency level of 4.5 is
considered to be an ELL and is eligible for ESL services. Only students who achieve a 4.5
composite proficiency level as well as 4.5 composite literacy (reading/writing) proficiency level
are considered English proficient.
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GRADE

DOMAINS
ASSESSED

Not EL

9-12

All four

overall composite proficiency level 4.5 or
higher
and
composite literacy proficiency level 4.5 or
higher

A student identified as an ELL after a language screening assessment must be placed in a English
language program to address his or her limited English proficiency so that the student can be provided
the opportunity to participate meaningfully and equally in GNBVTHS’s educational program (603 CMR
14.04). However, the student’s parent may choose to “opt out” of such language program or request a
waiver.
Students with Interrupted or Limited Formal Education (SLIFE)
Some ELs may have experienced interrupted or have limited formal education prior to enrolling in the
district. GNBVTHS will ensure that SLIFE are properly identified so that placement and other important
academic decisions can be properly informed. For more information about procedures for identifying
SLIFE and programming considerations, please see the Massachusetts Students with Limited or
Interrupted Formal Education (SLIFE) Definition and Guidance

Step 4: Notify the Parent
The student’s parent must be notified about the screening test results and the placement decisions no
later than 30 days after the beginning of the school year or within two weeks if the student enrolls in
GNBVTHS during the school year (Appendix B). Notifications must be provided in English and in a
language that the parent can understand, to the maximum extent practicable.
Massachusetts law requires districts to inform parents of their rights: (1) to “opt out” of specialized
language programs (Appendix C); and (2) to request a waiver from the state-mandated Sheltered English
immersion (SEI) program model. G.L. c. 71A, §5. “Opt out” indicates an informed decision by the parent
to not have the child placed in any ELE formal instruction program. A “waiver” indicates a desire by the
parent to waive the child from participation in the SEI program in favor of enrollment in another English
Learner Education (ELE) program.


“Opt out” Requests
Parents of ELLS may notify GNBVTHS of their wish to have their child “opt out” of English
language development programs. The decision to opt out must be voluntary and informed, and
not the product of district practices or influence, or the result of inadequate or inaccurate
information, or inadequate district resources. In opt-out cases, the district must inform the
parents of the services the child would receive in the district’s English language development
programs, as well as the type of support that would be provided to the student if the parent
decides to “opt out” (Opt-Out Forms, pages 96, 97, 98).
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If a parent of an ELL decides to “opt out” of a language program, GNBVTHS will place the student
in an English language mainstream classroom with an SEI-endorsed teacher and maintain
appropriate documentation of the parent “opt out” notice in the student’s file. GNBVTHS will
provide instructional support to ensure all ELLs, including those whose parent(s) have chosen to
‘opt out” of language programs, have access to the curriculum and are provided the same
opportunities to master the same academic standards and curriculum frameworks as their native
English speaking peers.
GNBVTHS will also annually assess the language proficiency of all ELL students with the state
mandated English language proficiency test, ACCESS 2.0 for ELLs. Therefore, a parent’s choice to
“opt out” means their child will not receive separate English as a Second Language (ESL)
instruction focused on language development, but GNBVTHS will provide the necessary support
and actively monitor the student’s progress to ensure that the student’s English-language and
academic needs resulting from a lack of English proficiency are met.
An ELL whose parent has “opted out” of English language development programs must still be
classified as “ELL” or “Limited English Proficient” LEP on district reports and must participate in
the state’s annual language proficiency assessment, ACCESS 2.0 for ELLs. Parents must be
notified of their child’s participation in such assessments, as well as assessment results.
GNBVTHS will keep a record of how such students are provided meaningful access to the
curriculum, how such students are progressing academically, and, if a student demonstrates
English proficiency through ACCESS 2.0 for ELLs and school work, documentation of that
demonstration and any determination that the student’s ELL classification has changed.

 Waiver Requests
Parents must be informed of their right to apply for a waiver and provided with program descriptions
in a language they can understand, to the maximum extent practicable. A parent may request a
program waiver to allow the student to participate in a different ELE program than the statemandated sheltered English immersion program model (G.L. c. 71A § 5). Such a waiver may be
considered based on parent request, providing the parent annually visits the school and provides
written informed consent. For more information about the waiver process and sample waiver forms,
see (Appendices D, E, F).
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Step 5: Code all students determined to be ELLs correctly in the
SIMS data collection and maintain program related records of ELLs.
Data for the DESE’s Student Information Management System (SIMS) is collected three times each year
(October, March, and June). All students identified as ELLs should be appropriately coded as “Limited
English Proficient (LEP)” on SIMS Data Element DOE025 in all SIMS reports submitted to the DESE. The
following SIMS Data Elements are also relevant to student identified as ELLs.
SIMS Codes

SIMS CODES
DOE021
DOE022
DOE023
DOE024
DOE025
DOE026

VALUES

00
01
00
01

02

03

04
DOE41

00
01

DESCRIPTIONS
LEP Students in their first year in U.S. schools
Immigrant status
Country of Origin
First (Native) Language
Student is not an English Learner.
Student is an English Learner.
Not enrolled in an English language education
program.
Sheltered English immersion - A full day of sheltered
grade-level content instruction and English as a
Second Language (ESL) instruction. Sheltered content
instruction is content instruction that is modified such
that an EL student may comprehend it and participate
in the class at his or her level of English proficiency.
All instruction and materials are in English.
Two-Way bilingual — A bilingual program in which
students develop language proficiency in two
languages by receiving instruction in English and
another language.
Other bilingual education (for waivered students only)
— An instructional program, including transitional
bilingual education, in which the native language of
the EL student is used to deliver some subject matter
instruction. These programs must also provide for
English as a Second Language (ESL) instruction.
EL student whose parent/guardian has consented to opt
out of all ELE programs offered in the district.
Not SLIFE
SLIFE

GNBVTHS maintains records of each student enrolled in an ELE program. These records may include, but
are not limited to, entry/exit information, ACCESS and MCAS scores, screening test documents, reports
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and progress reports, documentation of monitoring for FLEPs and opt-out students and documentation
of conferences and written communication with the parent.

Process for Identifying the English Language Learners

Flow Chart of Activities:
Identifying Students as ELLs and
Supports/Services Necessary

When any answer to any
questions on the Home
Language Survey is a
language other than English

Notify the ELL Coordinator

ELL Coordinator or designee
arranges for student
screening if no ACCESS 2.0
results available within the
last calendar year

Translator is needed
for parent/guardian

Home Language is
English

Notify ELL Coordinator
when translated
materials or a
translator is needed

ELL Coordinator or
designee, translator
conducts interview
with parent/guardian
and student to
administer the Home
Language Survey

Notify parent/guardian of
language screening results

Student
identified as ELL

Student found to
be proficient in
English

Determine student
programming

Notify parent/guardian of
student programming
placement and right to
“opt out”

Code student as ELL in
SIMS reports
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Identification and Program Placement

Every student whose parents or guardians have indicated, on the school’s Home Language Survey form,
that their child uses a language other than or in addition to English must be assessed in English in the
areas of listening, speaking, reading and writing. In addition, students must be tested when the school
suspects that a student may be an English Language Learner. GNBVTHS will take steps needed to ensure
that families of English Language Learners are welcomed and informed about the routines and
procedures in their child’s school. The following steps are intended to support the enrollment process.

A. IDENTIFICATION: Guidance Department and ELL Coordinator will:
1. A copy of the Home Language Survey will be sent to all accepted incoming grade 9 students (and
all newly accepted grade 10 -12 students) as part of their acceptance packet. Home Language
Survey will be returned to the Guidance Office by the accepted student along with other required
documents.
a. Home Language Survey will be sent to accepted grade 9 students (and all newly accepted
grade 10 -12 students) in English, Portuguese, and Spanish.
b. All Home Language Surveys will be reviewed by the ELL Department to identify potential
ELL students.
c. Every newly enrolled student whose HLS indicates that a language other than English is
spoken at home will be screened for English language proficiency, with the following
limited exceptions:
* Students who were previously in an ELE program and have been reclassified (FLEP) in a
previous district do not need to be screened again for English language proficiency.
*If a newly enrolled student transferred from another district within Massachusetts or
from another WIDA state, and if GNBVTHS is able to obtain ACCESS results of the test that
was administered within the last calendar year, GNBVTHS staff will use ACCESS for ELLs®
2.0 results in the student’s records to determine his or her English language proficiency
d. Bilingual translations other than Spanish and Portuguese will be made available upon
request for other languages. The ELE Coordinator will secure a bilingual translator when it
is stated that the parent/guardian “prefers oral and written communication from the
school in their home language” to support the registration process and ongoing
communication.
2. All Home Language Surveys will be kept on file in the ELL Department Office.

B. IDENTIFICATION: ELL Coordinator, Guidance Department or
designee will:
1. Meet with parents/guardians and/or student to learn as much as possible about the student’s prior
schooling.
2. ELE Coordinator or designee will secure bilingual translators when needed. Students and
parents/guardians who are not able to communicate in English will be afforded every opportunity to
understand the school’s registration process and become active members of the school community.
Bilingual translators will be employed for this purpose. A record of parent/guardian bilingual translation
activities will be documented and filed in student’s cumulative record.
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3. When needed, assistance will be provided to parents/guardians and their child in completing the
registration process.
a. Review the following with the student and his or her parent/guardian (with support of translator,
when needed):
 Student’s class schedule
 School schedule
 Extracurricular activities available to all students
 Lunch procedure and an explanation of the process by which students may participate in “free
and reduced lunch”
 Student’s right to equal access to an education
b. Provide parents/guardians and student (with support of translator, when needed) with support to:
 Complete the emergency form;
 Understand the student handbook;
 Be informed about school related activities and procedures;
 Address concerns that they have;
 Be apprised of their child’s academic progress;
 Be routinely notified about important school-related information or extracurricular activities that
were not communicated at enrollment;
 Be active members of the school community;
 Identify post graduate plans that routinely occur for all students.

C. IDENTIFICATION: ELL School-based team will:
1. GNBVTHS will use the results of one of the state required language screening assessments, namely
online WIDA Screener (or paper version), and the guidance to interpret the scores provided in the table
below to determine whether the student is or is not an ELL. The WIDA Screener is to be administered
within the first 30 days of school at the beginning of the school year or within the first two weeks after
the student has enrolled after the start of the school year by trained, licensed teachers or school
administrators. Interpretation of the screening assessment scores and subsequent decision about
whether a student is an ELL should be made by a licensed ESL teacher or the ELL administrator.
2. Assign student to one of the ESL levels using the MADESE Guidance on Using ACCESS 2.0 Results to
Plan Sheltered English Immersion (SEI) Instruction.
3. GNBVTHS will
 Designate whether or not the student appears to be an English Language Learner;
 Assign an ELE Program Placement for the students that have been identified as English Language
Learners;
4. Confer with the school-based team about testing results and recommendations.
5. Make a copy of the assessment results and Parent Notification Form and place original in the ELL
folder in the student’s cumulative record.
6. Mail Parent Notification Form to parents about the recommendation.
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Table: Transitional language classification recommendations based on ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 results
ACCESS for ELLs 2.0
Overall (or Composite)
Score

Language Classification Recommendations

Level 1 –
Entering Level 2 –
Emerging Level 3 –
Developing

Students with an overall score of 1.0-3.4 on the ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 require
significant support to access content area instruction delivered in English.
Such students should remain classified as ELs.

Level 4 – Expanding

Students with an overall score of 3.5-4.1 on the ACCESS for ELLs® require
continued language and instructional support to access content area instruction
delivered in English. Student at this proficiency level must still remain in the
program and be provided services to reach higher levels of English
proficiency.
Students with at least an overall score of 4.2 and a composite literacy score of
3.9 on ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 may have acquired enough English language
skills to be considered English proficient. These students who demonstrate the
ability to perform ordinary class work in English as indicated by one or more
of the measures listed on Other Relevant Data (described below) should no
longer be classified as ELs.
Complex and varied language demands on ELs in late elementary, middle, and
high school may necessitate the decision to maintain the EL classification of
some students. Should the student remain in the program, s/he must still be
provided services appropriate for his/her English proficiency in each domain.

Level 5 – Bridging

Level 6 – Reaching

Students who achieve these levels of proficiency as measured by ACCESS for
ELLs 2.0 can reasonably considered to have achieved English proficiency
comparable to that of their English-proficient peers and can be expected to
perform ordinary class work in English without specialized language supports.

PROGRAM PLACEMENT: Making Placement and Instructional
Decisions for ELLs
English language learners must be taught to the same academic standards and be provided the same
opportunities to master such standards as other students. (G.L. c. 71A §7; Equal Educational
Opportunities Act, 20 USC § 1703(f); Title III of NCLB § 3102.) Instruction provided to ELLs must be
meaningful and appropriate for their individual English language proficiency level.
Students should only be classified as ELLs (or “Limited English Proficient – LEP”) when the results of
language screening assessments or annual language proficiency assessments indicate that they are not
proficient in English. The following steps are for evaluating the educational needs of ELLs and making
placement and reclassification decisions. These actions should provide a foundation for equal
educational opportunities.
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Step 1: GNBVTHS’s ELL placement and reclassification team
In order to make effective instructional and assessment decisions for ELLs, GNBVTHS has established a
school-based team charged with reviewing relevant ELL data and making instructional decisions for each
student. School-based teams will, at minimum, be composed of an ESL teacher, guidance counselor, ELL
Coordinator or designee.
 The student’s ESL teacher or teaching assistant,
 The student’s sheltered content area teachers,
 School guidance counselors, special education teachers, or related providers if the student
receives such services,
 The principal, ELL Coordinator, or designee
GNBVTHS will also consult with parents when making instructional and assessment decisions for ELLs.
Students’ parents can provide a wealth of information regarding the students’ linguistic, academic and
sociocultural background that may not be otherwise known to educators.

Step 2: Review relevant data to determine the student’s language
classification or reclassification
GNBVTHS will collect relevant data and information for each student in an individual student record that
can be used by the school-based team. This student record could contain general information about the
student such as the student’s first language, country of origin, number of years in U.S. schools, previous
educational experiences, language assessment results, content area assessment results, English
language proficiency level, grade level, special education status (if appropriate), as well as student
writing samples, teacher observation notes, grade and progress reports, and any other information
related to the student’s general performance in school.

Step 3: Plan an instructional program for the student
After reviewing student data related to language proficiency and ability to perform ordinary class work
in English, the school-based team may decide to maintain the students’ status as an ELL or to reclassify
the student as a former ELL (FLEP). The following section outlines instructional programming
recommendations for both ELLs and reclassified ELLs (former ELLs).
Sheltered English Immersion (SEI) program
“Sheltered English immersion'' is defined in G.L. c. 71A as “an English language acquisition process for
young children in which nearly all classroom instruction is in English but with the curriculum and
presentation designed for children who are learning the language. Books and instruction materials are in
English and all reading, writing, and subject matter are taught in English. Although teachers may use a
minimal amount of the child's native language when necessary, no subject matter shall be taught in any
language other than English, and children in this program learn to read and write solely in English.”
10

In addition, English Language Learners are placed in general classrooms for math, science, and social
studies with teachers that are Structured English Immersion (SEI) endorsed. Vocational classes will be
supported with push-in services provided by the ELL Department when needed.
Teachers use a ‘sheltered’ instructional approach so that English Language Learners actively participate
in their learning most of the time. A sheltered approach refers to lessons that are specifically designed
and delivered for the purpose of learning English and content. In these classrooms, lessons are planned
to be:
• appropriate for English Language Learners at all levels of proficiency
• guided by language and content objectives appropriate for English Language Learners who are at
different proficiency levels;
•

aligned with the Massachusetts Curricular Frameworks

•

characterized by student interaction, students’ questions, group work, theme-based units of
study, and other important strategies for effective sheltered instruction.

Further, vocational subject matter teachers will be trained, according to the regulations put forth by the
Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (MA DESE), to use strategies that:
•

make language objectives, content objectives and academic tasks visible;

•

use supplementary materials, graphic organizers, visuals and manipulatives to make content
more comprehensible;

•

group students so that all English Language Learners may actively participate; and,

•

integrate language instruction with content instruction.

Students transition to general English Language Arts, math, science, social studies and vocational classes
that are not supported with a sheltered model when they have demonstrated proficiency in English.
GNBVTHS’s goal is to provide students with a program of study whereby proficiency in English and grade
level academic progress is achieved.
Sheltered Content Instruction: Sheltered content instruction will include approaches, strategies and
methodology to make the content of lessons more comprehensible and to promote the development of
academic language needed to successfully master content standards. Sheltered content instruction will
be taught by qualified content area teachers. It is based on district-level content area curriculum that is
aligned to the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks (Frameworks) and that integrates components of
the WIDA ELD Standards. Entering, Emerging and some of the Developing students (ACCESS 2.0 Levels 1,
2 and 3-Foundational) will find this instruction more challenging than students at the Transitional levels
of English proficiency (i.e., Developing, Expanding, and Reaching ACCESS 2.0 Levels 3, 4, and 5,
respectively). Therefore, the district may group Foundational students together and provide additional
support during sheltered content instruction (i.e., sheltered content instruction delivered by an ESL
teacher with an appropriate content area license, or co-teaching between an ESL teacher and a
sheltered content area teacher).
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English as a Second Language (ESL) Instruction: The goal of ESL instruction is to advance English
language development and to promote academic achievement. English language proficiency includes
social and academic language in listening, speaking, reading, and writing. ESL instruction provides
systematic, explicit, and sustained language instruction, and prepares students for general education by
focusing on academic language. Effective ESL instruction supports student success in school, including
improvement of ACCESS 2.0 scores and acceleration of academic achievement. Effective ESL instruction
also supports long term goals such as college and career readiness. ESL instruction, with its own
dedicated time and curriculum, is a necessary component of any program serving ELLs.
GNBVTHS has the flexibility to choose the appropriate method of ESL instruction (pull-out, push-in,
content-based ESL, etc). Whatever the method is, the ESL instructional focus should be evidenced by
documentation such as lesson plans or ESL curriculum. Academic tutoring of content subjects or
sheltering the content for ELLs in a regular education classroom as a part of a push-in model is not a
substitute for the ESL component of SEI programs.
Recommended Periods of Instruction: ESL instruction, with its own dedicated time and curriculum, is an
essential component of any program serving ELLs. G.L. c. 71A, § 1 calls on districts to promote and
support the rapid and effective acquisition of English language proficiency by ELLs. Thus, ELLs must
receive ESL instruction and language support consistent with their needs. For example, Foundational
students (WIDA Levels 13) should receive proportionally more ESL instruction than those at higher
performance levels. GNBVTHS will consider the following guidelines in determining the allocated time
for the ESL instruction.
Recommended periods of ESL instruction for ELs based on ACCESS for ELLs® 2.0 results
ACCESS for ELs 2.0 Overall (Composite)
Score

Foundational
WIDA Level 1, Level 2 and Level 3*

Recommended Periods of ESL Instruction
At least two to three periods (a period is not less than 45 minutes)
per day of direct ESL instruction, delivered by a licensed ESL
teacher

(ACCESS 2.0 Overall Scores 1.0-2.4)

Transitional

At least one period (a period is not less than 45 minutes) per day
of direct ESL instruction, delivered by a licensed ESL teacher

WIDA Level 3*, Level 4, Level 5 & Level 6
(ACCESS 2.0 Overall Scores 2.5 and higher)

*Districts may determine whether to
group WIDA Level 3 (Overall
ACCESS 2.0 overall scores 2.5-3.4)
students at either the Foundational or
Transitional levels depending on
student needs.
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The program and practices used by GNBVTHS will be reasonably calculated to
implement effectively the educational theory adopted by the district.
Core academic teachers in ALL of these programs are expected to obtain the SEI Teacher Endorsement
and to shelter the content for ELs to make the content of their lessons more comprehensible and to
promote the development of academic language needed to successfully master content standards by
providing English language development (ELD) to ELLs. This requirement applies to all districts that enroll
one or more ELs and must take place in all classrooms with ELs regardless of the ELE program adopted
by the district.
The Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education uses the term ELD to describe
all of the language development that takes place throughout the day in content classes and also during
the time of dedicated ESL instruction as described below:
ELD in content: English language development happens in an integrated way in all content
classrooms that have at least one ELL student. SEI-endorsed, content-licensed educators shelter
academic instruction and help ELLs develop discipline-specific academic language. ELD happens in SEI
classrooms as ELLs learn grade-level content along with their proficient English-speaking peers.
ELD in ESL: English language development also happens in ESL classes, when ELLs are grouped
together and licensed ESL teachers guide students in a systematic, dedicated, and sustained study time
to develop various aspects of the English Language that proficient English-speakers already know.
Once GNBVTHS has determined the educational approach that it will use to meet the academic and
language needs of its ELLs, it will provide the necessary resources to implement the program including
qualified instructional and support staff, ESL, and content curricula, instructional equipment and
materials and instructional space.
Instructional and Support Staff: GNBVTHS will identify the number of instructional and support staff
appropriate to implement its English Learner Education (ELE) program (e.g., qualified teachers, teaching
assistants, interpreters, translators, and others). Educators who teach ELLs must hold an appropriate
license. GNBVTHS will take steps to ensure that core academic teachers of one or more ELLs and
principals/assistant principals or supervisor/directors (for example, the department head) who supervise
or evaluate such teachers obtain their SEI endorsement.
ESL and Content Curricula: Regardless of the ESL method of instruction (pull-out, push-in, content-based
ESL, etc.) GNBVTHS will provide ELLs with sheltered content instruction and ESL instruction that is
aligned to the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks and integrates components of the WIDA ELD
Standards.
Instructional Equipment and Materials: GNBVTHS will also identify and make available the materials
and resources such as specialized books and equipment to implement the ELE program in the district.
For instance, GNBVTHS may choose to purchase ESL textbooks and/or modified course books for other
core academic subjects. GNBVTHS will provide ELLs appropriate facilities, comparable in all respects to
the facilities provided to non-ELLs.
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ESL Levels
Transitional language classification recommendations based on ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 results (except
EL students in Kindergarten)
ACCESS for ELLs 2.0
Overall (or Composite)
Score

Language Classification Recommendations

Level 1 –
Entering Level 2 –
Emerging Level 3 –
Developing

Students with an overall score of 1.0-3.4 on the ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 require
significant support to access content area instruction delivered in English.
Such students should remain classified as ELs.

Level 4 – Expanding

Students with an overall score of 3.5-4.1 on the ACCESS for ELLs® require
continued language and instructional support to access content area instruction
delivered in English. Student at this proficiency level must still remain in the
program and be provided services to reach higher levels of English
proficiency.
Students with at least an overall score of 4.2 and a composite literacy score of
3.9 on ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 may have acquired enough English language
skills to be considered English proficient. These students who demonstrate the
ability to perform ordinary class work in English as indicated by one or more
of the measures listed on Other Relevant Data (described below) should no
longer be classified as ELs.
Complex and varied language demands on ELs in late elementary, middle, and
high school may necessitate the decision to maintain the EL classification of
some students. Should the student remain in the program, s/he must still be
provided services appropriate for his/her English proficiency in each domain.

Level 5 – Bridging

Level 6 – Reaching

Students who achieve these levels of proficiency as measured by ACCESS for
ELLs 2.0 can reasonably considered to have achieved English proficiency
comparable to that of their English-proficient peers and can be expected to
perform ordinary class work in English without specialized language supports.
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3 Process for Annually Assessing English
Language Learners
English Language Learners will be assessed annually as required by the MA DESE (ACCESS 2.0 Test) in the
areas of listening, speaking, reading, and writing. ACCESS 2.0 Test results will be reviewed before any
annual placement decisions are made. The testing instruments used for this purpose will be:
•

Student’s performance in class, on progress and report cards, and on school-based assessments

•

ACCESS 2.0 and MCAS results

A. ESL staff will do the following:
1. Administer appropriate English language proficiency assessments (ACCESS 2.0 for ELLs).
ACCESS 2.0 is a standards-based, criterion referenced English language proficiency test
designed to measure English language learners’ social and academic proficiency in English. It
assesses social and instructional English used within the school context as well as the
language associated with language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies across the
four language domains (listening, speaking, reading, and writing). ACCESS 2.0 for ELLs is
administered once annually in January-February.
* Note: Students with identified learning disabilities in areas that impact these domains may score
lower on standardized assessments. In these cases, student classroom performance may be the
important criterion for reclassification.

2. Review student performance in content classes and on local assessments.
3. Review student’s performance on the most recent administration of the ACCESS 2.0 as well
as MCAS.
4. Assign a Language Proficiency level, to students that have been identified as English Language
Learners. The Massachusetts English Language Benchmarks and Outcomes for English
Language Learners may be used as supportive information for this determination
(http://www.doe.mass.edu/ell/benchmark.pdf).
5. Meet with school-based team to analyze findings and make recommendations for the
following school year.
6. When student appears to be proficient in English, follow the transfer process found in the
next section of this booklet.
7. Mail letter to parents about the program placement recommendation.
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4 Reclassification of ELLs and Monitoring of FLEPs
and Opt-Outs
Each year, GNBVTHS will assess ELLs’ language proficiency and academic achievement to determine
whether such students are able to do regular school work in English, and to remove the English learner
classification once ELLs demonstrate the ability to do regular school work in English (G.L. c. 71A §4, 7).
The process of removing a student’s ELL classification is also known as “reclassification”. ACCESS 2.0 for
ELLs is the state’s language proficiency assessment, and the results of the assessment must be
considered when making language classification decisions. The school-based team will also consider
other relevant data to determine whether students can perform ordinary classroom work in English, and
whether or not such students’ ELL classification should be removed. It is a violation of EEOA when
districts do not exit ELL students from a language acquisition program after they have acquired English
proficiency.


ACCESS 2.0 for ELLs Results. The GNBVTHS school-based team will review annual ACCESS 2.0
for ELLS results when making placement or classification decisions for ELLs.



Other Relevant Data: GNBVTHS’s school-based team will evaluate and consider a range of
evidence of the student’s performance, including a review of:
- The student’s academic grades;
- The written observations and recommendations documented by the student’s classroom
teachers;
- The student’s score on STAR Reading tests;
- The WIDA Performance Definitions (Appendix G) which describe the criteria used to
define performance at each WIDA proficiency level, and the CAN DO Descriptors which
provide examples of realistic expectations of ELLs for each of the four language domains
and five levels of English language proficiency; and
- The student’s performance on MCAS content area tests.

Unless an ELL did not participate in MCAS ELA testing because he or she is a first-year ELL student and
was not required to participate; or participated instead in the MCAS-Alt, the most recent MCAS ELA
results should serve as a key indicator of the student’s likelihood of performing ordinary class work in
English. Those results should be used to support and validate the preliminary decisions made each
spring about the student’s instructional programming and ELL classification.
GNBVTHS will also determine the level of support, if any, needed by the student during instruction in
other content areas, and whether scores of Warning/Failing and/or Not Meeting Expectations on MCAS
mathematics and science and technology/engineering tests are the result of English language
proficiency-based considerations. If the student’s MCAS results provide evidence to contradict the
instructional or classification decisions made earlier based on the student’s ACCESS 2.0 for ELLs test
results and other district data, GNBVTHS will seek additional consultation and input from ESL teachers
and general education teachers familiar with the student to make final determinations.
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Instructional Programs for Reclassified ELLs (former ELLs)
After evaluating the available student data, if the school-based team determines there is sufficient
evidence of a student’s English language proficiency and the ability to perform ordinary classroom work
in English without significant instructional support, the team should remove the ELL’s classification and
change the student’s language proficiency status in the next SIMS district report. GNBVTHS will:





Remove the student’s coding as LEP on the SIMS report to the Department (i.e., SIMS: DOE025 –
record 00 under “LEP”). Typically, this decision will be made before the start of the following
school year, in time for the October SIMS data collection);
Notify the parent/guardian and student of the change in the student’s classification;
Update all school records; and
Design and implement a process for routinely monitoring the student’s academic progress for
four years or until student graduates.

Monitoring Process will include:






Regular, structured meetings between and ESL teacher and the student’ sheltered content
instruction teachers and/or the school-based language assessment team to discuss the student’s
academic progress and progress in developing English language proficiency;
Regular analysis of student work using the WIDA CAN DO Descriptors and Performance
Definitions;
Monitor sheets from vocational and academic teachers issued twice per trimester (Appendix H);
Regular observations of student participation and performance; and
Conversations with parents and guidance counselors about student’s academic performance and
English language development.

All reclassified students will be monitored for four years (or until student graduates) and be provided
support if needed to progress. In addition, GNBVTHS will do its best to:





Assign reclassified students (student whose ELL classification has been removed), at least initially,
to SEI endorsed teachers licensed in the appropriate content area (this will enhance the
likelihood of continued growth in the English language proficiency and content learning);
Provide regular, structured times for sheltered content area and ESL teachers to plan instruction
collaboratively for reclassified ELL students;
Provide additional opportunities for the student to participate in small group instruction and
learning throughout the school day, as well as after school; and
Design and provide additional individualized learning support and opportunities to check on
academic progress.

If a former ELL student fails to make academic progress after his or her ELL classification has been
removed, as measured by his or her grades and content areas assessments; and if the school-based
team familiar with the student determines that this failure is due to lack of English proficiency, the
student must be re-classified as an ELL, and the instructional programming for such a student
redesigned consistent with student need (See Program Placement section of this manual).
In accordance with federal and Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education
Guidelines, GNBVTHS will periodically monitor the progress of a student for at least four years after they
have been reclassified from an English Language Learner to a Former English Language Learner.
The monitor process includes periodic evaluations of student progress in all academic and vocational
areas. (Appendix H).
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In the beginning of each school year, ELE Coordinator/Liaison will generate a master list of students that
transferred from the ELE program during the prior four years. This will be done to ensure that students
are monitored for four full years after completing the ELE program.

Each reporting period teachers will complete the Monitoring Sheet (Appendix G) and return it to the ELE
Liaison.
The ELE Liaison will:
a. Review the form;
b. Contact student, student’s teachers, and guidance department when student does not
appear to be transitioning successfully;
c. Provide any testing or re-assessments to assist in determining if the student’s transition
challenges are due to elements related to second language learning;
d. File FLEP Monitoring Form (Appendix G) in student’s folder; and,
e. Meet with the student and student’s parents to determine whether the student should be
reclassified as an English Language Learner.

Students who have opted out of the ELE program will be monitored using the same procedure as FLEPs.
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Summary: Decision Guide for Language Program Processes
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5

State Mandated ACCESS 2.0 Assessment

The ACCESS 2.0, a standardized test for measuring the English reading, writing, listening, and speaking
skills of students, is administered in the Spring of each year.
A. Parent Letter about ACCESS 2.0
Parents will be informed that their child will be administered these assessments.
Spring Administration of ACCESS 2.0
Each spring, the ACCESS 2.0 must be administered to all identified English Language Learners
and students who were reclassified as former English Language Learners during the current
school year. There are some exceptions, which are identified in Appendix F.
The ACCESS 2.0 should be given to all students in grades 9-12 who have been identified as
English Language Learners or were in the ELE program during the academic year.
The ACCESS 2.0 is not intended as a placement test. It is intended to “enable schools to monitor
the progress that each English Language Learning student is making to become fluent in English”
(January 2006, Requirements for the Participation of Students with Limited English Proficiency in
MCAS and ACCESS 2.0 , Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, p.
2).
B. During the spring of each year, the ELE Liaison and/or designee will:
a. Furnish School’s Principal with a master list of identified ELLs;
b. Mail parents/guardians a letter informing them about the administration of the ACCESS
2.0 and ACCESS 2.0 test administration;
c. Administer the ACCESS 2.0 to students that have enrolled after the spring administration
of the ACCESS 2.0 during the last school year and before October 1st of the current school
year*;
*Only a Qualified ACCESS 2.0 Administrator [QMA] may administer the test.
d. Complete the Summary of Student’s ACCESS 2.0 Rating form and Massachusetts English
Language Proficiency-Oral (ACCESS 2.0 ) matrix for each student tested;
e. Enter the score of each student onto the ACCESS 2.0 forms;
f. Work with School Principal to schedule ACCESS 2.0 testing sessions during the calendar
dates required by the MADESE. These dates may be found at
http://www.doe.mass.edu/mcas/cal.html.
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C. ELE Coordinator and/or designee should:
1. Determine the sessions that each student will take and the times that the each test session will
be provided. Plan for each student to take 2 of the 3 sessions [sections] of the ACCESS 2.0 .
Sessions 1 and 2 are for beginning ELL students. Sessions 2 and 3 are for intermediate to
advanced ELLs.
a. The ACCESS 2.0 is an untimed test. While the MADESE suggests a 45-minute allocation for
each test session, it is likely that it may take longer to administer. Therefore, it is suggested
that 1-1.5 hours be scheduled for each test session.
b. Two or more slots on separate days should be allocated for each test session to allow for
make-up sessions in the event that a student is absent.
2. Consult with and/or provide every teacher of ELL students with information about the dates and
times that the test will be administered so that field trips and associated activities do not conflict
with the administration of this test.
3. Administer the ACCESS 2.0 to students that have enrolled after the spring administration of the
ACCESS 2.0 during the last school year and before October 1st of the current school year.
4. Return testing materials to the School Principal to ensure that they are sent to the scoring agents
by the date required by the MADESE.
D. Administration of the ACCESS 2.0 for Students with Disabilities
Students on an IEP whose primary disability is reported as deaf or hard of hearing are not required
to participate in ACCESS 2.0 . All other students, including students who are hard of hearing and use
amplification devices, are required to participate.

English Language Learners will be provided with the necessary accommodations that are
documented in their IEPs or 504 plans on ACCESS 2.0 tests. However, since the following
accommodations are not available for ACCESS 2.0 - tests, students who need these accommodations
are not required to participate:
• Braille
• Electronic text reader (In this case, teams may consider whether a different accommodation,
such as reading the test aloud, would be appropriate.)
In addition, the following LEP students with disabilities are not required to participate in the
ACCESS 2.0 - tests:
• Students who require the MCAS Alternate Assessment.
• Students who are on an IEP on which the primary disability is reported as “deaf or hard of
hearing” AND require the administration of sessions 1 and 2 for the reading and/or writing tests.
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6 Professional Development
As required by the MADESE, teachers of English Language Learners will possess the appropriate
licensure and/or SEI endorsement. Teachers who do not already possess the appropriate
licensure to teach English Language Learners will obtain the SEI endorsement within the
timeframe established by statute.
Further, as required by the MADESE, English as a Second Language classes will be taught by
licensed ESL teachers.
It is GNBVTHS’s intent to have secondary subject matter teachers and others obtain the
necessary professional development as soon as possible. We will continue to provide these
trainings to strategically build capacity at each grade level over time.
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7

Program Evaluation Plan

MADESE requires that districts develop a plan for evaluating the effectiveness of their ELE
programming.
The program succeeds when producing results indicating that students’ language barriers are
actually being overcome.
It is not enough that the program be well-planned, articulated, and resourced appropriately. It must
also be effective.
Program Evaluation
Every district in Massachusetts is expected to conduct periodic evaluations of its ELE program at least
every two years in developing students’ English language skills and increasing their ability to
participate meaningfully in the district’s general educational program. Where the district documents
that the program is not effective, it must take steps to make appropriate program adjustments or
changes that are responsive to the outcomes of the program evaluation. (Appendix K)
ELL Student Learning Targets
1. ELLs’ growth in acquiring English (ELL Student Learning Target Number 1): Student Growth
Percentiles for ACCESS 2.0 (SGPAs) are calculated for each EL who took ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 for
two successive years and were compared with the growth-to-proficiency target for students at
that proficiency level who had attended a Massachusetts school for one through five (or more)
years.
2. The number of ELLs in the district who attained English proficiency (ELL Student Learning Target
Number 2): District attainment targets are based on the statewide percentage of students who
attained a score of Level 4.2 on ACCESS 2.0, based on the number of years in a Massachusetts
school. Districts must have also met a 95% participation rate on ACCESS for ELLs 2.0 in order to
meet this target number.
3. FLEP Performance (ELL Student Learning Target Number 3): FLEP performance on MCAS
compared to non-ELL performance on MCAS.
Should GNBVTHS not meet targets determined by the MADESE for the core indicators listed above
the district may be required to make modifications as a result of challenges identified in the district’s
program evaluation or the MADESE’s recommendations (e.g. improving ESL instruction, increasing
ESL instructional time, improving sheltered content instruction, providing professional development,
increasing the time dedicated to collaboration between ESL teachers and SEI teachers, etc.).
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Appendix A
Home Language Survey
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Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High School
Home Language Survey
Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education regulations require that all schools determine the
language(s) spoken in each student’s home in order to identify their specific language needs. This information is essential in
order for schools to provide meaningful instruction for all students. If a language other than English is spoken in the home,
the District is required to do further assessment of your child. Please help us meet this important requirement by answering
the following questions. Thank you for your assistance.

F M
First Name

Middle Name

Country of Birth

Last Name

Date of Birth

ID #

Gender

Date first enrolled in ANY U.S. school

LEP 

FLEP 

ELL 

ESL 

SEI 

What school did your child last attend?
Has your child ever been in any of the above English
Language Learner or English as a Second Language programs in ANY U.S. school?

What is the native language(s) of each of the student’s parent/guardian?
mother/father/guardian

mother/father/guardian

What language did your child first understand or speak?
What language do you use most often when speaking with your child at home?
What language does your child use most often when speaking with you at home?
Which other languages does your child know? (circle all that apply)
speak / read / write

speak / read / write

speak / read / write

Will you require written information from school in your native language?

 Yes

 No

What language would you prefer to receive written communication? ____________________________
Will you require an interpreter/translator at Parent-Teacher meetings?

Signature of Parent/Guardian

 Yes

 No

Date

RETURN THIS FORM WITH YOUR ACCEPTANCE PACKET
TO BE COMPLETED BY ELL PROGRAM STAFF

No. of Years Student in USA:

Recommendation:
ELL Staff Signature:

 Proficiency Testing

Date of last enrollment in ELL Program:

 Monitor

 No ELL Services
Date:
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Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High School
Questionário da Idioma falado em Casa
Regulamentos do Departamento do Ensino Fundamental e Secundário do estado de Massachusetts requerem que todas as
escolas determinam a língua(s) falada em casa de cada aluno, a fim de identificar as necessidades específicas de linguagem.
Esta informação é essencial para que as escolas podem fornecer instrução significativa para todos os alunos. Se um idioma
diferente do Inglês é falado em casa, o Distrito é obrigado a fazer uma avaliação adicional de seu filho/a. Por favor, ajudenos a satisfazer este requisito importante por respondender às seguintes perguntas. Obrigado por sua ajuda.

Nome Próprio

Nome do Meio

Pais de Nascimento

Sobrenome

Data de Nascimento
LEP 

F M
Sexo

# ID

Data primeiro matriculado em qualquer escola EUA

FLEP 
ELL 
ESL 
SEI 
Seu filho/a já esteve em qualquer destes programas de
Inglês como Segunda Língua em qualquer escola EUA?

Última escola que seu filho/a attendeu

O que é a língua(s) nativa de cada um dos pais/guardiões do aluno/a?

mãe/pai/guardião

mãe/pai/guardião

Que língua foi a primeira do seu filho/a compreender ou falar?
Que língua você usa com mais frequência quando fala com seu filho/a em casa?
Que língua seu filho/a fala usa com mais frequência quando fala consigo em casa?
Quais outras línguas seu filho/a sabe falar? (círculo tudo que se aplica)
falar /
ler / escrever

falar / ler / escrever

falar / ler / escrever

Você precisa de informações da escola escrito na sua língua nativa?
Em que língua você prefere receber comunicação escrita?

 Sim

 Não

______________________________

Você vai precisar de um intérprete/tradutor em reuniões de Pais e Professores?  Sim

Assinatura de Pai/Guardião

 Não

Data

DEVOLVA ESTE FORMULȦRIO COM O SEU PACOTE DE ACEITAÇÃO
TO BE COMPLETED BY ELL PROGRAM STAFF
No. of Years Student in USA:

Recommendation:
ELL Staff Signature:

 Proficiency Testing

Date of last enrollment in ELL Program:

 Monitor

 No ELL Services
Date:
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Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High School
Encuesta del idioma de casa
Los reglamentos del departamento de la educación primaria y secundaria de Massachusetts requieren que todas las escuelas
determinen el idioma(s) que se habla en la casa de cada estudiante con el fin de identificar sus necesidades lingüísticas
específicas. Esta información es esencial para que las escuelas puedan proporcionar instrucción significativa a todos los
estudiantes. Si un idioma distinto del Inglés se habla en el hogar, el Distrito está obligado a hacer una nueva evaluación de
su hijo/a. Por favor ayúdenos a cumplir con este importante requisito respondiendo a las siguientes preguntas. Gracias por
su ayuda.
Primer nombre

nombre del medio

lugar de nacimiento

apellido

fecha de nacimiento

LEP 
¿Cuál fue la última escuela asista a su hijo/a?

F M
el género

ID #

Fecha matriculó por primera vez en
cualquier escuela en EE.UU.

FLEP 
ELL 
ESL 
SEI 
¿Su hijo/a ha estado alguna vez en cualquiera de las
programas del idioma de Inglés anteriores como Inglés como
Segunda Lengua en cualquier escuela de Estados Unidos?

¿Cuál es el idioma nativo (s) de cada uno de los padres / tutores del estudiante?
padre/madre/tutor

padre/madre/tutor

¿Qué idioma que su hijo/a entiende o habla primero?
¿Qué idioma usa con más frecuencia cuando habla con su hijo/a en casa?
¿Qué idioma usa a su hijo/a con más frecuencia cuando habla con usted en su casa?
¿Cuáles otros idiomas sabe su hijo/a? (marque todas las que apliquen)

hablar/leer/escribir

hablar/leer/escribir

¿Requerirá información de la escuela por escrito en su lengua materna?

hablar/leer/escribir

 Sí

¿De qué idioma le gustaría recibir la comunicación escrita? __________
¿Necesitará un traductor/a en las reuniones de padres y maestros?

 No
____________________

 Sí

firma de padre/tutor

 No

fecha

DEVUELVA ESTE FORMULARIO CON SU PAQUETE DE ACEPTACIÓN
TO BE COMPLETED BY ELL PROGRAM STAFF
No. of Years Student in USA:

Recommendation:
ELL Staff Signature:

 Proficiency Testing

Date of last enrollment in ELL Program:

 Monitor

 No ELL Services
Date:
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Appendix B
Parent Notification Letter
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GREATER NEW BEDFORD REGIONAL
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL
1121 Ashley Boulevard, New Bedford, MA 02745-2496
Tel.# 508-998-3321 Fax # 508-995-7268 http://www.gnbvt.edu
Date:
Dear Parent/ Guardian:
RE: Student Name (ID #XXXXX)
It has been determined that your son/daughter will be designated as an LEP (Limited English Proficiency) student
as measured by the WIDA Screener and/or ACCESS for English Language Learners (ELLs) test, and previous school
records.
At this time, your child will be placed in an ESL (English as a Second Language) classroom for 61 minutes per day
while in academics and SEI math, science and/or social studies classes. While in the shop area your child will
receive support by a member of our ESL staff. This additional support will help meet the educational strengths and
need of your child.
The district will re-designate a student from LEP (Limited English Proficiency) to FLEP (Formerly Limited English
Proficiency) when he/she is deemed “English proficient” and can participate meaningfully in all aspects of the
district’s general education program. FLEP students will be monitored for four years.
The criteria considered for exiting from ELL program includes: a score of 5-6 on the ACCESS ELLS test, “proficient”
scores on the ELA, Math, and Biology MCAS tests, class grades, and ESL/SEI teacher recommendations.
Parents/Guardians have the right to apply for a waiver or decline to enroll their child in this placement.
You also have the right to visit your child’s classes. If you wish to discuss these options please contact the ELL
Director, Helder Angelo at (508)998-3321 ext. 678 or helder.angelo@gnbvt.edu

Sincerely,

Helder Angelo
ELL Director
Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High School is committed to ensuring equal opportunities for all students. The
school does
not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, disability, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, homelessness
or veteran
status in its education programs and activities, including admission to or employment in such programs or activities.

James L. O’Brien
Superintendent-Director

Michael P. Watson
Principal

Robert J. Watt
Principal

Paul B. Kitchen
Business Manager

* Proudly Serving the Towns of Dartmouth and Fairhaven and the City of New Bedford *
Tomorrow’s workforce starts here today!
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GREATER NEW BEDFORD REGIONAL
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL
1121 Ashley Boulevard, New Bedford, MA 02745-2496
Tel.# 508-998-3321 Fax # 508-995-7268 http://www.gnbvt.edu
Data:

Caro Pai/Guardião:
RE:
Determinou-se que seu filho/a será designado como estudante LEP (Proficiência em Inglês Limitada) conforme
medido pelo teste WIDA Screener e/ou ACCESS para ELLs e registros prévias da escola.
Neste momento, seu filho/a será colocado em uma sala de aula SEI de Ingles, matemática, ciência e/ou estudos
sociais. Enquanto estiver na área da carreira, seu filho/a receberá apoio por um membro da equipe da ESL. Este
suporte adicional ajudará a atender os pontos fortes e a necessidade educacional do seu filho/a.
O distrito re-designará um aluno de LEP (Proficiência em Inglês Limitada) para FLEP (Anteriormente Proficiência
em Inglês Limitado) quando ele/a é considerado "proficiente em inglês" e pode participar de forma significativa em
todos os aspectos do programa de educação geral do distrito. Os alunos da FLEP serão monitorados por quatro
anos.

Os critérios considerados para sair do programa ELL incluem: uma pontuação de 5-6 no exame ACCESS ELLS,
pontuação "proficiente" nos exames ELA (artes de língua inglesa), Matemática e Biologia MCAS, notas de aula e
recomendações dos professores de ESL/SEI.
Os pais/responsáveis têm o direito de solicitar uma renúncia ou recusar matricular seu filho/a nesta colocação.
Você também tem o direito de visitar as aulas do seu filho. Se você deseja discutir essas opções, entre em contato
com o Diretor ELL, Helder Angelo no (508) 998-3321 ext. 678 ou helder.angelo@gnbvt.edu
Sinceramente,

Helder Angelo
Director ELL
Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High School is committed to ensuring equal opportunities for all students. The
school does
not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, disability, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, homelessness
or veteran
status in its education programs and activities, including admission to or employment in such programs or activities.

James L. O’Brien
Superintendent-Director

Michael P. Watson
Principal

Robert J. Watt
Principal

Paul B. Kitchen
Business Manager

* Proudly Serving the Towns of Dartmouth and Fairhaven and the City of New Bedford *
Tomorrow’s workforce starts here today!
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GREATER NEW BEDFORD REGIONAL
VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL
1121 Ashley Boulevard, New Bedford, MA 02745-2496
Tel.# 508-998-3321 Fax # 508-995-7268 http://www.gnbvt.edu
Fecha:
Estimado padres:
RE: (ID #)
Se ha determinado que su hijo/a será designado como estudiante LEP (Proficiencia Limidata del inglés) según
lo medido por los pruebas de WIDA Screener y/o ACCESS, y registros anteriores de la escuela.
En este momento, su hijo/a será colocado en un salón de clases de ESL (inglés como segundo idioma) por 61
minutos diarios durante el ciclo académico y en SEI matemáticas, Ciencias o estudios sociales clases. Mientras
que en el área de la tienda su hijo/a recibirán apoyo por un miembro de nuestro personal de ESL. Este apoyo
adicional ayudará a conocer las fortalezas educativas y la necesidad de su hijo.
El distrito vuelva a designará a un estudiante de LEP (habilidad limitada en inglés) a FLEP (anteriormente
habilidad limitada en inglés) cuando él o ella se considera "Idioma inglés" y pueden participar de manera
significativa en todos los aspectos de la educación general del distrito programa. Los estudiantes FLEP se
monitorearán durante cuatro años.
Criterios de salida incluyen una puntuación entre 5 a 6 en el examen de ACCESS , los resultados de
“componente” en el examen de MCAS de ELA, Matemáticas y Biología, calificaciones y recomendaciones de
los maestros/as de ESL/SEI.
Los padres tienen el derecho a solicitar una dispensa o negarse a inscribir a sus hijos en esta ubicación. Usted
también tiene el derecho de visitar las clases de su hijo.
Sinceramente,

Helder Angelo
Director ELL

Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High School is committed to ensuring equal opportunities for all students. The
school does
not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, disability, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, homelessness
or veteran
status in its education programs and activities, including admission to or employment in such programs or activities.

James L. O’Brien
Superintendent-Director

Michael P. Watson
Principal

Robert J. Watt
Principal

Paul B. Kitchen
Business Manager

* Proudly Serving the Towns of Dartmouth and Fairhaven and the City of New Bedford *
Tomorrow’s workforce starts here today!
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Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High school
School Year 2016-2017
OPT-OUT FORM
Student Name:___________________
Opt-out Date:_________________
SASID: _________________

Home language:____________________
Years in U.S. Schools: _____________ Grade:________
DOB: ____________________________

As required by federal law, my child has taken an English language proficiency test (W-APT, WIDA ACCESS,
or WIDA MODEL). My child has been tested in reading, writing, speaking and listening and the test scores
indicate that s/he is eligible for an English Learner Education (ELE) program to receive English as a Second
Language (ESL) instruction in a program designed to help students acquire English language proficiency and
access grade level content instruction. I have considered the options offered by the district and have chosen to
decline specialized ESL instruction. I understand that my decision to opt-out of specialized ESL instruction will
not affect the requirements the district needs to follow in order to comply with the state and federal laws. I
understand that:
1.
As per this request, my child will not receive specialized ESL instruction delivered by an ESL licensed
teacher.
2.
My refusal of the specialized ESL instruction provided by an ESL licensed teacher does not release the
district from its obligation to ensure that my child has access to the educational program by providing
the necessary support in Sheltered English Immersion (SEI) classes taught by an SEI endorsed teacher.
3.
The school district will report my child to Student Management Information System (SIMS) as an
English Learner (EL) until my child attains English proficiency.
4.
As long as my child is enrolled in Massachusetts public schools, s/he will be tested annually with
ACCESS until s/he attains English proficiency.
5.
As long as my child is enrolled in Massachusetts public schools, the school district will monitor my
child’s academic progress without benefit of receiving specialized ESL instruction until my child attains
English proficiency, and four years after (or until he/she graduates).
6.
The school district will continue to inform me of my child’s progress in attaining English proficiency.
7.
I can change my preference at any time by notifying the school district in writing.

Parent/Guardian Signature: __________________________________ Date: ___________________
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Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High school
Ano Escolar ___________
FORMULÁRIO DE OPÇÃO DE SAIR DO PROGRAMA (“OPT-OUT”)
Nome de Aluno:___________________

Língua da casa:____________________

Data de opt-out:_________________

Anos em escolas EUA: _____________ Grau:________

SASID#: _________________

data de nascimento: _______________________

Conforme exigido por lei federal, meu filho fez um exame de proficiência em inglês (W-APT, WIDA
ACCESS ou WIDA MODEL). Meu filho/a foi testado em leitura, escrita, fala e audição, e os resultados dos
testes indicam que ele/a é elegível para um programa de Educação de Aprendizes de Inglês (ELE) para
receber instrução de ESL (Inglês como Segunda Lingua) em um programa projetado para ajudar os alunos
a adquirir proficiência e acesso ao idioma inglês e instrução de conteúdo de nível de grau. Eu considerei
as opções oferecidas pelo distrito e escolhi recusar instrução especializada de ESL. Entendo que minha
decisão de não participar da instrução especializada de ESL não afetará os requisitos que o distrito
precisa seguir para cumprir as leis estaduais e federais. Eu entendo que:

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

De acordo com este pedido, o meu filho/a não receberá instruções especializadas de ESL
ministradas por um professor licenciado pela ESL.
A minha recusa da instrução ESL especializada fornecida por um professor licenciado ESL não
liberta o distrito da sua obrigação de garantir que o meu filho/a tenha acesso ao programa
educacional fornecendo o apoio necessário nas aulas SEI (Imersão em Inglês Abrigado)
ministradas por um SEI endossado professor.
O distrito escolar irá relatar meu filho/a ao Sistema de Informações de Gerenciamento Estudantil
(SIMS) como um aluno de inglês (EL) até que meu filho/a atinge a proficiência em inglês.
Enquanto meu filho/a esteja matriculado nas escolas públicas de Massachusetts, ele/a será
testado anualmente com o ACCESS até que ele/a alcance a proficiência em inglês.
Enquanto meu filho/a esteja matriculado em escolas públicas de Massachusetts, o distrito
escolar irá monitorar o progresso acadêmico do meu filho sem o benefício de receber instruções
especializadas de ESL até que meu filho/a atinge a proficiência em inglês e para quatro anos
depois.
O distrito escolar continuará me informando sobre o progresso de meu filho/a em obter
proficiência em inglês.
Eu posso mudar minha preferência a qualquer momento, notificando o distrito escolar por
escrito.

Assinatura do Pai/Guardião: __________________________________ Data: ___________________
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Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High school
Año escolar___________
FORMULARIO DE EXCLUSIÓN

Nombre de estuidante:___________________

Idioma del hogar:____________________

Fecha de formulario de exclusion :_________________
Años en las escuelas de EE. UU.: _____________
SASID: _________________

Grado:________

Fecha de nacimento: ____________________________

Como es requiredo por la ley federal, mi hijo/a ha tomado una prueba de dominio del idioma inglés (WAPT, WIDA ACCESS o WIDA MODEL). Mi hijo/a ha sido evaluado en lectura, escritura, expresión oral y
comprensión auditiva y los puntajes de las pruebas indican que mi hijo/a es elegible para un programa
de Educación para Estudiantes de Inglés (ELE) para recibir instrucción de ESL en un programa diseñado
para ayudar a los estudiantes a adquirir dominio del idioma inglés y acceso instrucción de contenido de
nivel de grado. He considerado las opciones que ofrece el distrito y he decidido rechazar la instrucción
ESL especializada. Entiendo que mi decisión de optar por no recibir instrucción ESL especializada no
afectará los requisitos que el distrito debe cumplir para cumplir con las leyes estatales y federales.
Entiendo que:
1. De acuerdo con esta petición, mi hijo/a no recibirá la instrucción de ESL especializada entregado
por un profesor autorizado ESL.
2. Mi rechazo de la instrucción de ESL especializada proporcionada por un profesor con licencia de
ESL no libera al distrito de su obligación de garantizar que mi hijo/a tenga acceso al programa
educativo, proporcionando el apoyo necesario en las clases impartidas por un maestro
endosado por SEI.
3. El distrito escolar informará a mi hijo/a al Sistema de Información de Gestión del Estudiante
(SIMS) como un estudiante de inglés (EL) hasta que mi hijo/a alcance el dominio del inglés.
4. Mientras que mi hijo/a está inscrito en las escuelas públicas de Massachusetts, se tomará la
prueba ACCESS anualmente hasta que se logra el dominio del Inglés.
5. Mientras que mi hijo/a esté inscrito en las escuelas públicas de Massachusetts, el distrito escolar
supervisará el progreso académico de mi hijo/a sin el beneficio de recibir instrucción de ESL
especializada hasta que mi hijo/a alcance el dominio del inglés, y cuatro años después.
6. El distrito escolar continuará informándome sobre el progreso de mi hijo/a en el logro del
dominio del inglés.
7. Puedo cambiar mi preferencia en cualquier momento notificando al distrito escolar por escrito.

Firm de padre/tutor: __________________________________ Fecha: ___________________
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Waiver Procedures
Requirements and Procedures
General Laws Chapter 71A requires that all children in Massachusetts public schools who are
English learners be instructed through the use of sheltered English immersion during a
temporary transition period not normally intended to exceed one school year, unless the
student is placed in a two-way bilingual program or wishes to “opt out” and be placed in a
general classroom not tailored for English learners. English learners who wish to participate in a
transitional bilingual program or receive some other type of language support may not do so
unless they have received a waiver from the requirements of G.L. c. 71A.
GNBVTHS is permitted but not required to place in the same classroom English learners of
different ages but whose degree of English proficiency is similar. GNBVTHS is encouraged by the
MADESE to mix together in the same classroom English learners from different native-language
groups but with the same degree of English fluency. Once English learners acquire a good
working knowledge of English and are able to do regular school work in English, they shall no
longer be classified as English learners and shall be transferred to English language mainstream
classrooms.
Section 5 of G.L. c. 71A provides for waivers for individual students under certain conditions if
the parent or guardian annually applies for the waiver by visiting the student’s school and
providing written informed consent. At the time of the visit, parents are to be provided with “a
full description in a language they can understand” of the educational materials to be used in
the different educational program choices and all the educational opportunities available to the
student. Foreign language classes for students who already know English, two-way bilingual
programs for students in ninth grade through grade 12, and special education programs for
students with disabilities do not need waivers to participate in such classes or services.
The decision to issue a waiver is made by school district officials, under guidelines established
by, and subject to the review of, the local school committee. The district’s guidelines may, but
are not required to, contain an appeals process for parents whose waiver requests are denied by
school officials. However, the final decision on waiver requests remains with the district.
Individual schools in which 20 ELL students or more of a given grade level receive a waiver shall
be required to offer such students classes in bilingual education or other generally recognized
educational methodologies permitted by law. In all other cases, such students must be
permitted to transfer to a public school in which such a class is offered.
The circumstances under which a waiver may be applied for are as follow:
 Students who already know English: the student already possesses good English language
skills, as measured by oral evaluation or standardized tests of English vocabulary
comprehension, reading, and writing, in which the child scores approximately at or above
the state average for his/her grade level or at or above the 5th grade average, whichever
is lower; or
 Older children: the child is age 10 years or older, and it is the informed belief of the
school principal and educational staff that an alternate course of educational study
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would be better suited to the child’s overall educational progress and rapid acquisition of
basic English language skills; or
Children with special individual needs: the child already has been placed for a period of
not less than thirty calendar days during that particular school year in an English
language classroom and it is subsequently the informed belief of the school principal and
educational staff that the child has such special and individual physical or psychological
needs, above and beyond the child’s lack of English proficiency, that an alternate course
of educational study would be better suited to the child’s overall educational
development and rapid acquisition of English. A written description of no less than 250
words documenting these special individual needs for the specific child must be provided
and permanently added to the child’s official school records, and the waiver application
must contain the original authorizing signatures of both the school principal and the local
superintendent of schools. Waivers granted under this section cannot be applied for until
after thirty calendar days of a given school year have passed, and this waiver process
must be renewed each and every school year. Any such decision to issue such an
individual waiver is to be made subject to the examination and approval of the local
school superintendent, under guidelines established by and subject to the review of the
local school committee and ultimately the state board of education. The existence of
such special individual needs shall not compel issuance of a waiver, and the parents shall
be fully informed of their right to refuse to agree to a waiver.

Waiver Procedures
When a student is identified as an English Language Learner a letter is sent to the student’s
parents/guardians recommending English Language Education programming. There are two
versions of the letter:
1. New students or;
2. Returning English Language Learners who have been re-assessed annually
Each version indicates that parents/guardians have the right to decline the
recommendation for services for their child. Parents/guardians must complete
the form declining services (Appendix D) to inform the school of this decision.
When parents/guardians decline services for their child, the ELE Coordinator/Liaison should:
• Encourage parents/guardians to allow their child to participate in the English Language
Education program for a limited period of time before they decline;
• Continue to monitor the academic progress of the student;
• Provide the student’s academic and vocational teachers with training to support the
student’s English language and subject matter learning needs;
• Meet with parents/guardians when a student is not progressing to recommend that
services be reinstated;
• File the original declined services form in the student’s cumulative record;
• File a copy of the declined services form in ELE Program Records.
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When parents/guardians request an alternative program,
• Parents/guardians may seek a waiver from the recommended program by requesting an
alternative program, such as bilingual education, or some other type of language support
from the ELE Liaison.
• To do so, they must apply for a waiver, using the Parent or Guardian Informed Consent
Form (Appendix E).
• The decision to issue a waiver will be made by GNBVTHS’s Superintendent subject to the
review of its associated School Committee. The district’s guidelines may, but are not
required to, include an appeals process. The final decision about the waiver request will
be made by the Superintendent of the GNBVTHS
• Records of requested waivers should be retained in the student’s cumulative record as
well as ELE Program records.
When GNBVTHS official(s) issue waivers :
 GNBVTHS will offer waivers only when it is our informed belief that an alternative course
of study is better suited to a student’s overall educational process. Waivers should be
recommended in consultation with the ELE Coordinator/Liaison, Principal, and
Superintendent of Schools.
• If there are 20 or more students in a given grade who receive a waiver, bilingual classes
or some other type of language support must be offered within the district.
• Further, if we reach a point in which there are 20 English Language Learners from the
same language group and in the same grade and parents request a waiver, we are
required to offer classes in bilingual education or another recognized educational
methodology permitted by law.
• The laws regarding students with an Individualized Educational Plan (IEP) allow for
instruction to occur in the native language when this instruction has been determined as
the course of action due to a learning disability. Waivers are not required to conduct
bilingual special education programming.
• Note: Records of waivers should be retained in the student’s cumulative record.
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Parent/Legal Guardian Informed Consent Form
Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High School
G.L. c.71A Program Waiver
Parent or Legal Guardian Informed Consent Form*
I knowingly and voluntarily requesting that my child receive a waiver from the requirements of
M.G.L. c.71A. I understand that if school officials grant my waiver request, my child will receive
bilingual instruction or some other type of language support rather than sheltered English
immersion instruction. Upon my personal visit to the school, school officials provided me with a
full description in a language that I understand, of the educational materials to be used in the
different educational program choices and of all the educational opportunities available to my
child.
For a child with special needs: I understand that the existence of special individual needs shall
not compel issuance of a waiver, and I have been fully informed of my right to refuse to agree to
a waiver.
Based on this information, which I have read and understood, I am requesting a program waiver
for my child for the _______ school year. I have been fully informed of my right not to apply for
or agree to a program waiver.

__________________________________
Child’s name
__________________________________
Parent or Guardian signature

_____________________________
Parent or Guardian signature

__________________________________
Date

_____________________________
Date

*If the Parent or Legal Guardian Informed Consent Form is provided in a language other than
English, attach that form to the waiver application.
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Formulário de Consentimento Informado aos Pais/Guardião Legal
Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High School
G.L. c.71A Renúncia do Programa
Formulário de Consentimento Informado aos Pais/Guardião Legal*
Estou conscientemente e voluntariamente solicitando que meu filho/a receba uma isenção das
exigências da M.G.L. c.71A. Entendo que, se os funcionários da escola derem meu pedido de
isenção, meu filho/a receberá instrução bilíngüe ou algum outro tipo de apoio lingüístico, em
vez de instrução de imersão em inglês. Após minha visita pessoal à escola, os funcionários da
escola me forneceram uma descrição completa em um idioma que eu entendo, dos materiais
educacionais a serem usados nas diferentes escolhas de programas educacionais e de todas as
oportunidades educacionais disponíveis para meu filho/a.
Para um aluno com necessidades especiais: Eu entendo que a existência de necessidades
individuais especiais não obrigará a emissão de uma renúncia, e eu fui completamente
informado do meu direito de recusar concordar com uma renúncia.
Com base nessas informações, que li e compreendi, estou solicitando uma isenção de programa
para meu filho/a no ano escolar de _______. Fui plenamente informado do meu direito de não
solicitar ou concordar com uma renúncia do programa.

__________________________________
Nome de Aluno
__________________________________
Assinatura do Pai/Guardião

_____________________________
Assinatura do Pai/Guardião

__________________________________
Data

_____________________________
Data

* Se o Formulário de Consentimento Informado para Pais ou Guardião Legal for fornecido em um
idioma diferente do inglês, anexe esse formulário ao formulário de isenção.
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Formulario de consentimiento informado para padres / tutores legales
Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High School
G.L. c.71A Program Waiver
Parent or Legal Guardian Informed Consent Form*
Estoy consciente y voluntariamente solicitando que mi hijo/a reciba una exención de los
requisitos de M.G.L. c.71A. Entiendo que si los funcionarios de la escuela otorgan mi
solicitud de exención, mi hijo/a recibirá instrucción bilingüe u otro tipo de apoyo
lingüístico en lugar de instrucción de inmersión en inglés. Después de mi visita personal
a la escuela, los funcionarios de la escuela me proporcionaron una descripción completa
en un idioma que entiendo, de los materiales educativos que se utilizarán en las
diferentes opciones de programas educativos y de todas las oportunidades educativas
disponibles para mi hijo/a.
Para un niño con necesidades especiales: entiendo que la existencia de necesidades
individuales especiales no obligará a la expedición de una exención, y he sido
plenamente informado de mi derecho a negarme a aceptar una exención.
Con base en esta información, que he leído y entendido, solicito una exención del
programa para mi hijo/a para el año escolar de _______. He sido informado
completamente de mi derecho a no solicitar o aceptar una exención del programa.

__________________________________
Nombre del estuidante
__________________________________
Firma de padre/tutor

_____________________________
Firma de padre/tutor

__________________________________
Fecha

_____________________________
Fecha
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Parent/Legal Guardian Informed Consent Form
Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High School
School Year _______
Attachment B: Additional Documentation for Students with Special Needs
G.L. c.71A Program Waiver
Approved G.L. c.71A Program Waiver for Students with Special Individual Needs
Instructions: A written description of no fewer than 250 words documenting that the child has
been placed for a period of not less than thirty calendar days in an English language classroom
and has special and individual physical or psychological needs, above and beyond the child’s lack
of English proficiency, and that an alternate course of educational study would be better suited
to the child’s overall educational development and rapid acquisition of English.
This written description of the special individual needs for this child must be permanently added
to the child’s official school records, and the waiver application must contain the original
authorizing signatures of both the school principal and the local superintendent of schools.

_______________________________
School principal
date

________________________________
District superintendent
date
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Waiver Form 2– Form F.1
Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High School
School Year _____
G.L. c.71A School District Program Waiver Application Form for English Learners
Child’s level of English
A. Student information
Name of student:
Date of birth:
Student’s level of English:
Student’s grade level:

State average for student’s grade level:

Fifth-grade average:
Date parent(s) or legal guardian(s) visited school:
B. Parent or Guardian Informed Consent
Parents or guardians must review and sign the Parent or Guardian Informed Consent Form
(Attachment A). This form must be provided in a language that the parent or guardian
understands. The signed Informed Consent Form should be attached to this form.
C. Determination Regarding Waiver Request
1. Waiver request approved (school officials must sign here)
Based on the Student’s level of English documented above in which the child scores
approximately at or above the state average for his grade level or at or above the 5th grade
average, whichever is lower, the student will be placed in (describe language support services to
be provided) on (date).
_______________________________
School principal (signature and date)

__________________________________
Educational staff (signature and date)

2. Waiver request denied (school officials must sign here)
Based on the Student’s level of English documented above, this waiver request is denied because
the student’s level of English does not meet the lower of:
□ State average for student’s grade level
□ Fifth grade average
_______________________________
School principal (signature and date)

_____________________________________
Educational staff (signature and date)

D. Appeals process (optional). If the waiver is denied and if the district guidelines contain an
appeals process, did the parent(s) or legal guardian(s) appeal the decision? If yes, what was
the final determination of the school officials? Please attach relevant documentation.
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Waiver Form 2 (Older Students) – Form F.2
Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High School
School year _______
G.L. c.71A School District Program Waiver Application Form for English Learners
A. Student information
Name of student:
Date of birth:
Date parent(s) or legal guardian(s) visited school:
B. Parent or Guardian Informed Consent
Parents or guardians must review and sign the Parent or Guardian Informed Consent Form (Attachment A).
This form must be provided in a language that the parent or guardian understands. The signed Informed
Consent Form should be attached to this form.

C. Determination Regarding Waiver Request

1. Waiver request approved (school officials must sign here)
Based on the Student’s level of English documented above, in which the child scores
approximately at or above the state average for his grade level or at or above the 5th grade
average, whichever is lower, the student will be placed in (describe language support services to
be provided) on (date).
_______________________________
School principal (signature and date)

__________________________________
Educational staff (signature and date)

2. Waiver request denied (school officials must sign here)
Based on the Student’s level of English documented above, this waiver request is denied because
the student’s level of English does not meet the lower of:
□ State average for student’s grade level
□ Fifth grade average
_______________________________
School principal (signature and date)

_____________________________________
Educational staff (signature and date)

D. Appeals process (optional)

If the waiver is denied and if the district guidelines contain an appeals process, did the
parent(s) or legal guardian(s) appeal the decision? If yes, what was the final determination of the
school officials? Please attach relevant documentation.

_____________________________
School principal (signature and date)

_____________________________
Educational staff (signature and date)
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Waiver Form 3 (Students with a Disability) – Form F.3
Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High School
School year ______
G.L. c.71A School District Program Waiver Application Form for English Learners
The existence of a disability shall not compel issuance of a waiver, and the parents shall be
fully informed of their right to refuse to agree to a waiver.
A. Student Information
Name of student:
Date of birth:
Date parent(s) or legal guardian(s) visited school:

This waiver process must be renewed each and every school year.
B. Parent or Guardian Informed Consent
Parents or guardians must review and sign the Parent or Guardian Informed Consent Form (Attachment A).
This form must be provided in a language that the parent or guardian understands. The signed Informed
Consent Form should be attached to this form.
C. Determination Regarding Waiver Request

1. Waiver request approved (school staff must sign and complete Attachment B)
This child has been placed in an English language classroom for not less than 30 calendar days. It
is our informed belief that this child has special and individual physical or psychological needs
above and beyond the child’s lack of English proficiency and that an alternate course of
educational study would be better suited to the child’s overall education development and rapid
acquisition of English. This child will be placed in (describe educational setting to be provided)
on (date).
_______________________________
_____________________________________
School principal (signature and date)
Educational staff (signature and date)
2. Waiver request denied
This child has been placed in an English language classroom for not less than 30 calendar days. It
is our informed belief that this child has special and individual physical or psychological needs
above and beyond the child’s lack of English proficiency and that an alternate course of
educational study would not be better suited to the child’s overall education development and
rapid acquisition of English.
_______________________________
School principal (signature and date)

_____________________________________
Educational staff (signature and date)

D. Appeals process (optional): If the waiver is denied and if the district guidelines contain an
appeals process, did the parent(s) or legal guardian(s) appeal the decision? If yes, what was the
final determination of the school officials?
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WIDA Performance Definitions
WIDA Performance Definitions Listening and Reading, Grades K-12
At each grade, toward the end of a given level of English language proficiency, and with instructional support,
English language learners will process…
Discourse Level
Sentence Level
Word/Phrase Level
Linguistic Complexity
Language Forms and Conventions
Vocabulary Usage
Level 6 – Reaching Language that meets all criteria through Level 5, Bridging
Level 5
Bridging

Rich descriptive discourse
with complex sentences

Compound, complex grammatical
constructions (e.g., multiple
phrases and clauses)

Technical and abstract content-area
language, including content-specific
collocations

A broad range of sentence patterns
characteristic of particular content
areas

Words and expressions with shades
of meaning across content areas

Connected discourse with a
variety of sentences

A variety of complex grammatical
constructions

Specific and some technical contentarea language

Expanded related ideas

Sentence patterns characteristic of
particular content areas

Words or expressions with multiple
meanings across content areas

Discourse with a series of
extended sentences

Compound and some complex
(e.g., noun phrase, verb phrase,
prepositional phrase) grammatical
constructions

Specific content language, including
expressions

Cohesive and organized
related ideas

Level 4
Expanding

Level 3
Developing

Related ideas

Sentence patterns across content
areas

Level 2
Emerging

Level 1
Entering

Words and expressions with
common collocations and idioms
across content areas

Multiple related simple
sentences

Compound grammatical
constructions

General content words and
expressions, including cognates

An idea with details

Repetitive phrasal and sentence
patterns across content areas

Social and instructional words and
expressions across content areas

Single statements or
questions

Simple grammatical constructions
(e.g., commands, Wh- questions,
declaratives)

General content-related words

An idea within words,
phrases, or chunks of
language

Everyday social and instructional
words and expressions

Common social and instructional
forms and patterns

...within sociocultural contexts for language use.
Reprinted with permission. © 2012 Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin System, on behalf of the WIDA consortium –
www.wida.us.
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WIDA Performance Definitions Speaking and Writing, Grades K-12

At each grade, toward the end or a given level of English language proficiency, and with instructional support,
English language learners will produce…
Discourse Level
Sentence Level
Word/Phrase Level
Linguistic Complexity
Language Forms and Conventions
Vocabulary Usage
Level 6 – Reaching Language that meets all criteria through Level 5, Bridging
Multiple, complex sentences
Level 5
Bridging

Level 4
Expanding

Level 3
Developing

Organized, cohesive, and
coherent expression of ideas

Level 1
Entering

Technical and abstract content-area
language, including content-specific
collocations

A broad range of sentence patterns
characteristic of particular content
areas

Words and expressions with shades
of meaning across content areas

Short, expanded, and some
complex sentences

A variety of grammatical
structures

Specific and some technical contentarea language

Organized expression of ideas
with emerging cohesion

Sentence patterns characteristic of
particular content areas

Short and some expanded
sentences with emerging
complexity

Repetitive grammatical structures
with occasional variation

Words and expressions with
expressive meaning through use of
collocations and idioms across
content areas
Specific content language, including
cognates and expressions

Sentence patterns across content
areas

Words or expressions with multiple
meanings used across content areas

Phrases or short sentences

Formulaic grammatical structures

General content words and
expressions

Emerging expression of ideas

Repetitive phrasal and sentence
patterns across content areas

Expanded expression of one
idea or emerging expression
of multiple related ideas

Level 2
Emerging

A variety of grammatical
structures matched to purpose

Words, phrases, or chunks of
language

Phrase-level grammatical
structures

Single words used to
represent ideas

Phrasal patterns associated with
common social and instructional
situations

Social and instructional words and
expressions across content areas
General content-related words
Everyday social and instructional
words and expressions

...within sociocultural contexts for language use.
Reprinted with permission. © 2012 Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin System, on behalf of the WIDA consortium –
www.wida.us
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Appendix H
Monitor Sheets
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Form H.1
Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High School
FLEP Monitor Sheet
Student Name:

YOG: 20

Teacher:

Subject:

Date of Request:
Trimester:

The Department of Elementary and Secondary Education guidelines require that the
academic and CVTE progress of all ELL students must be monitored and documented.
Please complete, sign and return this form within five school days to Kelly Avelar,
Nicholas Palumbo or Helder Angelo.
Feedback on English Language Development (ELD) in each of the four WIDA
language domains:
Never

Seldom

Sometimes

Often

Always

Communicates effectively in English
Homework is completed
Struggles with oral expression
Struggles with written expression
Struggles with listening comprehension
Struggles with reading comprehension
Classroom participation
Discipline issues that interfere with his/her progress

Feedback on Academic Performance/Classroom Expectations:
Conduct
Effort

Current Average

Please provide any additional comments or areas of concern regarding classroom
expectations (i.e. assignment completion, seeking extra help, etc.).
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Teacher Signature:_______________________________________
Date:___________________________________

For Office Use Only
Check one that applies:
 The student’s performance was reviewed and it was concluded that s/he is
meeting grade level academic standards at this time. Program placement is
appropriate.
 The student’s performance was reviewed and it was concluded that s/he is not
meeting grade level academic standards at this time, but that language
proficiency is not a significant reason for not meeting academic standards.
Action Steps Taken (check all that apply):






Refer student to after-school tutoring
Provide pull-out remediation
Contact parent
Recommend Summer School (Trimester 3)
Refer to Instructional Support Team on
____________________________________
 Other (please explain)
___________________________________________________
 The student’s performance was reviewed and it was concluded that language
proficiency is a significant barrier preventing the student from meeting grade
level academic standards.
Action Steps Taken (check all that apply):
 LEP student will continue with current ESL/SEI program
placement
 FLEP student is restored to LEP status on
__________________________________
 Other (please explain)
___________________________________________________
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Team Member Name

Team Member Signature

Date
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Form H.2
Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High School
Opt-Out Monitor Sheet
Student Name:

YOG: 20

Teacher:

Subject:

Date of Request:
Trimester:

The Department of Elementary and Secondary Education guidelines require that the
academic and CVTE progress of all ELL students must be monitored and documented.
Please complete, sign and return this form within five school days to Kelly Avelar,
Nicholas Palumbo or Helder Angelo.
Feedback on English Language Development (ELD) in each of the four WIDA
language domains:
Never

Seldom

Sometimes

Often

Always

Communicates effectively in English
Homework is completed
Struggles with oral expression
Struggles with written expression
Struggles with listening comprehension
Struggles with reading comprehension
Classroom participation
Discipline issues that interfere with his/her progress

Feedback on Academic Performance/Classroom Expectations:
Conduct
Effort

Current Average

Please provide any additional comments or areas of concern regarding classroom
expectations (i.e. assignment completion, seeking extra help, etc.).
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Teacher Signature:_______________________________________
Date:___________________________________

For Office Use Only
Check one that applies:
 The student’s performance was reviewed and it was concluded that s/he is
meeting grade level academic standards at this time. Program placement is
appropriate.
 The student’s performance was reviewed and it was concluded that s/he is not
meeting grade level academic standards at this time, but that language
proficiency is not a significant reason for not meeting academic standards.
Action Steps Taken (check all that apply):






Refer student to after-school tutoring
Provide pull-out remediation
Contact parent
Recommend Summer School (Trimester 3)
Refer to Instructional Support Team on
____________________________________
 Other (please explain)
___________________________________________________
 The student’s performance was reviewed and it was concluded that language
proficiency is a significant barrier preventing the student from meeting grade
level academic standards.
Action Steps Taken (check all that apply):
 LEP student will continue with current ESL/SEI program
placement
 FLEP student is restored to LEP status on
__________________________________
 Other (please explain)
___________________________________________________
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Team Member Name

Team Member Signature

Date
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Form H.3
Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High School
LEP Monitor Sheet
Student Name: _____________________________ YOG: _______Date of Request: ______________
Teacher: _______________________________
Subject: _______________________
Trimester: ______________
The Department of Elementary and Secondary Education guidelines require that the academic
and CVTE progress of all ELL students must be monitored and documented. Please complete,
sign and return this form within five school days to the mailbox of Kelly Avelar, Nicholas
Palumbo or Helder Angelo.
Feedback on English Language Development (ELD) in each of the four WIDA language
domains:
Rarely

Seldom

Sometimes

Often

Always

Communicates effectively in English
Homework is completed
Struggles with oral expression
Struggles with written expression
Struggles with listening comprehension
Struggles with reading comprehension
Classroom participation
Discipline issues that interfere with his/her progress

Feedback on Academic Performance/Classroom Expectations:
Conduct
Effort

Current Average

Please provide any additional comments or areas of concern regarding classroom expectations
(i.e. assignment completion, seeking extra help, etc.).
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
Teacher Signature:_______________________________________

Date:______________________

For Office Use Only
Check one that applies:
 The student’s performance was reviewed and it was concluded that s/he is meeting grade
level academic standards at this time. Program placement is appropriate.
 The student’s performance was reviewed and it was concluded that s/he is not meeting
grade level academic standards at this time, but that language proficiency is not a
significant reason for not meeting academic standards.
Action Steps Taken (check all that apply):






Refer student to after-school tutoring
Provide pull-out remediation
Contact parent
Recommend Summer School (Quarter 4)
Refer to Instructional Support Team on
____________________________________
 Other (please explain)
___________________________________________________
 The student’s performance was reviewed and it was concluded that language proficiency
is a significant barrier preventing the student from meeting grade level academic
standards.
Action Steps Taken (check all that apply):
 LEP student will continue with current ESL/SEI program placement
 FLEP student is restored to LEP status on
__________________________________
 Other (please explain)
___________________________________________________
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Team Member Name

Team Member Signature

Date
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Appendix I
ESL Integration of
Castaneda’s Three-Pronged Test into ELE Program
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Integration of Castañeda’s Three-pronged Test
into ELE Program Review Process
1. The educational theory underlying the language assistance program is recognized as sound by
some experts in the field or is considered a legitimate experimental strategy.
a. The state of Massachusetts recognizes as sound the following ELE programs: Sheltered English
Immersion (SEI), Two-Way Dual Language (TWDL) and Transitional Bilingual Education
(TBE) programs. A program waiver is required to attend a program other than the state mandated
Sheltered English Immersion or Two-Way Dual Language Program.
b. Describe the districts' educational approach if you use one of these programs for educating ELL
students. To determine whether the district’s program is educationally sound, refer to the
“Elements of an Educationally Sound ELE Program” section of the document “Rubric:
Integration of Castañeda’s Three-pronged Test into ELE Program Review Process” (Appendix L,
Guidance on Identification, Assessment, Placement, and Reclassification of English Language
Learners located at http://www.doe.mass.edu/ell/guidance_laws.html )
c. Provided that the educational program chosen by the district is not one of the programs
recognized as sound educational programs in Massachusetts (SEI, TWDL, TBE), then submit
evidence, including research, of how the district’s ELE program is accepted as a legitimate
approach by experts in the field to ensure that ELL students acquire English language proficiency
and are provided meaningful ACCESS 2.0 to the educational program?
d. ESL instruction, with its own dedicated time and curriculum, is a required component of any
program serving ELLs (SEI, TBE, TWDL, etc.). Please describe the method (pull-out, push-in,
content-based ESL) the district will use to provide students with ESL instruction and explain how
this method will promote the rapid acquisition of English language as described in G.L. c. 71A.
Please include the targeted amount of ESL services the district will provide to ELLs based on the
students’ WIDA proficiency levels.
Elementary
Targeted ESL
Instruction

Middle
School
Targeted ESL
Instruction

High School
Targeted ESL
Instruction

Level 1

Level 1

Level 1

Level 2

Level 2

Level 2

Level 3

Level 3

Level 3

Level 4

Level 4

Level 4

Level 5

Level 5

Level 5
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e. Explain how the district will ensure that ELL students can meaningfully participate in the
academic and special programs (e.g., history, science, social studies, music, vocational education,
etc.) offered by the district? (For example, are all of the district’s core academic teachers teaching
ELLs SEI endorsed or are there any paraprofessionals employed in the district assigned to work
with ELLs?)
2. The program and practices used by the district are reasonably calculated to implement
effectively the educational theory adopted by the district.
a. Describe where ESL services will be delivered for different instructional methods that the district
described in 1-3.
b. Explain how the district identified the appropriate number and categories of the instructional staff
that is in charge of the district's ELE program implementation (e.g., qualified ESL and SEI
teachers, interpreters, translators, teaching assistants, and other categories of support staff).
Please, include the appropriate student teacher and student-support staff ratio to provide services
consistent with program objectives.
c. Please provide information about the qualifications of the instructional and administrative staff
assigned to implement the program of services. 1 For example, teachers need to have the
educational expertise consistent with state and local standards, to meet the goals of the ELL
program model. If they are responsible for subject matter instruction as well as English language
development, they need to be qualified in both areas of responsibility.
d. Submit evidence that the ESL instruction provided to ELLs is based on an ESL curriculum that is
aligned to WIDA English Language Development (ELD) Standards and 2011 Massachusetts
Curriculum Frameworks.
e. Submit evidence that the content curricula used in the district are aligned to WIDA English
Language Development (ELD) Standards and 2011 Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks.
f. Explain how the district ensures that all ELL students are provided facilities, materials and
services (e.g., district’s Gifted and Talented, Advanced Placement Special Education programs,
etc.) comparable to the overall student population.
3. The program succeeds when producing results indicating that students’ language barriers are
actually being overcome.
a. Submit the district’s ELE program evaluation document(s). See the required “Program
Evaluation” form (Appendix N )
b. Explain the success of the district’s ELE program(s) in meeting the academic targets posted on
the Department’s website.
c. Submit an analysis of the information collection used by the district to determine how and why
strengths and challenges exist in helping ELLs acquire English language proficiency and achieve
academic success (not necessary if submitted with the program evaluation).
d. Provide the district’s plan that explains what procedural and program modifications will be
undertaken to address the specific concerns identified while promoting the overall success of the
program.

As of July 1, 2016, core academic teachers of ELLs must have an SEI Endorsement or must earn the Endorsement within a year of assignment
of an ELL to the teacher’s classroom. See footnote 9.
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Appendix J
ESL Integration of Castaneda’s Three-Pronged Test
into ELE Program Review Process/Rubric
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RUBRIC
Integration of Castañeda’s Three-Pronged Test
into ELE Program Review Process
The program and the practices in the district promote a rapid acquisition of English language as described
in M.G.L. c. 71A. The checklist below will be used both by the district and the Department to determine
the effectiveness of the district’s ELE program and the compliance with the ELE criteria below:







ELE 5: PROGRAM PLACEMENT AND STRUCTURE
ELE 9: INSTRUCTIONAL GROUPING
ELE 14: LICENSURE REQUIREMENTS
ELE 15: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
ELE 16: EQUITABLE FACILITIES
ELE 17: PROGRAM EVALUATION

The educational theory underlying the language assistance program is recognized as sound by some
experts in the field or is considered a legitimate experimental strategy.
Yes/No
CRITERIA
The district has an educationally sound program that addresses the needs of
the ELLs in the district. ( Please, see “Elements of an Educationally Sound
ELE Program”
The program and practices used by the district are reasonably calculated to implement effectively the
educational theory adopted by the district.
Yes/No
CRITERIA
The district identified the number and categories of the instructional staff to
ensure that the ELE program is appropriately implemented in the district.
All staff providing ESL and/or content instruction to ELLs is licensed in
the subject area they are teaching.
The district has an ESL curriculum that is aligned to WIDA ELD Standards
and 2011 Massachusetts Curriculum Framework.
The district has content curricula that are aligned to WIDA ELD Standards
and 2011 Massachusetts Curriculum Framework.
ELL students are provided facilities, materials and services equitable to
overall student population.
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The program succeeds when producing results indicating that students’ language barriers are actually
being overcome.
Yes/No
CRITERIA
The district conducts periodic evaluations of the effectiveness of its ELE
program in developing students’ English language skills and increasing
their ability to participate meaningfully in the educational program. Please
see http://www.doe.mass.edu/ell/ProgramEvaluation.pdf .
The student progress in English language development is consistent with
the Department’s targets. Please see the target numbers posted on the
website at http://www.doe.mass.edu/ell/resources.html .
The student progress in academics is consistent with the Department’s
targets. Please see the “Guidance on Identification, Assessment, Placement,
and Reclassification of English Language” document at
http://www.doe.mass.edu/ell/guidance_laws.html .
The district has identified its strengths and challenges in ensuring ELLs
acquire English language proficiency and achieve academic success as a
part of its program evaluation.
The district has a plan to address the specific concerns identified while
promoting the overall success of the program.
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ELEMENTS OF AN EDUCATIONALLY SOUND
ELE PROGRAM
SEI
1. The language of instruction is English.
2. The program offers ELLs grade-level content taught by SEI-endorsed core academic teachers using SEI
knowledge and strategies to support ACCESS 2.0 to the academic content and promote the development of
academic English in all domains.
3. The program targets:
 providing developmentally appropriate English language instruction tailored for students’ level of
English proficiency;
 providing effective content instruction while developing English language proficiency;
 developing and maintaining a positive attitude toward the native culture and that of the majority group.
4. ESL instruction is based on a language-driven ESL curriculum that is aligned to the WIDA and
Massachusetts Frameworks.
5. The focus of instruction in the ESL class is at the same level of rigor as the general education program.
6. The use of sound, research-based techniques is central to the instructional program.
7. There is a system in place to accomplish ongoing language proficiency progress monitoring.
8. Building administration maintains a supportive school-wide climate and supervise teachers and students to
ensure quality implementation and improvement.
9. The program provides a rich-language environment where all students have the opportunity to learn
academic English through scaffolded instruction.
10. The program has qualified personnel and resources.
11. Staff development for teachers and administrators includes ways of addressing and altering power
relationships in the school: socio-political issues of diversity, difference, ethnicity, equity, bias, power
struggles, and/or views about students of cultural and linguistic diversity.
12. ESL teachers are part of learning communities at the school that can be used to enhance agency and capacity
for maintaining/improving the program.
13. The program is designed and implemented in such a way as to ensure that students can be placed
appropriately, based on language proficiency, in order to effectively attain English proficiency in a timely
manner.
14. ESL and content teachers are given adequate and structured time to collaborate.
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Appendix K
Program Evaluation
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District ELE Program Evaluation
SY 20__-20__

LEA Number
District (LEA) Address

EL Director

District (LEA) Name

Superintendent Name
City

Telephone Number

Zip Code

Telephone Number

E-mail address

The obligation of schools to serve English learners (ELs) is well-documented by numerous federal guidance resources, regulations, and Supreme Court
cases. Of these, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national origin by recipients of federal
financial assistance. Section 1703(f) of the Equal Education Opportunities Act of 1974, (EEOA), prohibits educational agencies from denying equal
educational opportunity to students by failing to take appropriate action to overcome language barriers that impede equal participation in its instructional
programs. In 1981, the Fifth Circuit Court decided in Castañeda v Pickard, that districts must meet a three-pronged test to evaluate the adequacy of a
district's program for ELs: (1) is the program based on sound educational theory recognized by experts in the field or considered by experts as a legitimate
experimental strategy; (2) are the programs and practices, including resources and personnel, reasonably calculated to implement this theory effectively;
and (3) does the school district evaluate its programs and make adjustments where needed to ensure language barriers are actually being overcome? [648
F.2d 989 (5th Cir., 1981)] In an effort to provide districts with support to meet this requirement, the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education
makes this template available for district use.

The first step in the program evaluation is establishing a team. In order to properly evaluate the services and resources available to ELs and
staff, there needs to be wide and varied representation of many different points of view and levels of expertise and authority. The team
should function as a unit with the single goal of improving the ELE program and service to ELs and support of the staff that interact with
them. In order for the team to have all of the information it needs, the Gathering Data section is intended to guide districts in determining
what information should be considered. It is important to gather and review as much data as possible before making any determinations
about program effectiveness. There may be places or areas that significantly affect the program that are surprising, overlooked or
misinterpreted prior to analysis. In the Analyzing the Data section the team will have an opportunity to evaluate whether areas that were
thought to be effective in fact are, or whether there are any areas of focus that were previously unrealized. An objective and thorough
analysis of the data will provide the district with a realistic view of the areas of strength (Analyze the Data, Part A) and challenge (Analyze
the Data, Part B). After the data have been analyzed, the team should set targets for improvement, change, or continued effectiveness. The
Set the Target section is intended for the district to use in order to set goals that will improve services. There are three goals to consider:
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one) the number and percent of students making progress in English proficiency as measured by the ACCESS assessment, two) the number
and percent of students achieving fluency in English as measured by the ACCESS, and three) reducing the proficiency gap on the content
assessments MCAS between the district’s EL subgroup and the general student population. These three goals can be measured by an
objective assessment and will reflect improvements in services to ELs. There may be factors contributing to this performance that are not
assessment related, but the improvement on the assessment may be viewed as improvement to the program as a whole. The Action Steps
section is intended to be used to document the steps the district will take to improve services to ELs and meet the goals it set in the previous
section. The steps are to be reviewed by the team periodically and modified if it is determined that they are ineffective. The last section is
the monitoring section. The team should monitor the plan periodically to determine its effectiveness in reaching the target goals and
improvement in services to ELs. The plan should be considered a working document, with changes in data collection and analysis, action
steps, and monitoring an ongoing project.

1) Establish a Team
List the names and contact information for the individuals who will serve on the Program Evaluation Team. Additional rows may be added to the chart as
needed. Team members should include individuals who have expertise in English language education program requirements, use of funds, achievement
data, English language acquisition, and cultural or cultural adjustment issues. Examples of possible team members are indicated below. Bolded roles are
required. Non-bolded roles are to be considered, depending on the district and its needs or resources. Examples of other possible roles to be included are
Title III Director/Coordinator, Migrant coordinator, Homeless liaison, and budget or fiscal personnel.

Program Evaluation Team
Role

Name

E-mail address

Phone number

Superintendent/
Assistant Superintendent
Principals/
Assistant Principals
Regular education teacher
Special Education teacher
Guidance counselor
Parents/parent liaison
Early Childhood staff
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EL Director/Program
Coordinator (or ESL Teacher)
Testing Coordinator
Intake Specialist
Data Analyst

2) Gather and Organize Data
Gathering data for a program evaluation will come from a number of resources. It is necessary to gather both qualitative and quantitative data
in order to obtain a broad view of the ELE program. The information requested in this program evaluation will likely be information already
gathered for other purposes. The type of information gathered should be that which impacts ELs’ performance in school in some way.
Tables are provided in the appendix that are intended to help the district decide which information to gather and analyze. The type of
information gathered does not have to be limited to assessment data, as we know that other factors aside from academic instruction and
performance on tests also impact a child’s learning. The ACCESS assessment, however, provides an objective description of how ELs are
acquiring the English language and to what extent language impacts their learning in core academic classes.
In the box below, please check the areas for which data will be gathered. The ACCESS is used to document progress in obtaining proficiency
in English and to indicate, in part, whether an EL is proficient in English and is ready to be re-classified as a non-EL. There are a number of
types of data that can be gathered from the ACCESS.
Performance in the content areas and on the MCAS assessments may also be largely due to a student’s English proficiency, and not content
area comprehension. For this reason, the Language of Math, the Language of Language Arts, etc. is listed below as an area for which to
gather information.
MCAS content areas are also listed in order for districts to gather information about student performance in the content areas, which may
differ from student performance in the language of the content (as measured by ACCESS).
Other types of data to gather include: student demographics; teacher demographics; program information; graduation and dropout rates;
retention rates; EL access to services and courses such as special education, honors, and advanced placement; EL participation in
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extracurricular activities, school/district level cultural competency, etc. Tables intended to assist in organizing some of these data are found
in the appendix.

ACCESS
□ Growth to Proficiency
□ Language of Math
□ Reading
□ Number or percent proficient
□ Language of Language Arts
□ Writing
□ Participation on ACCESS
□ Language of Social Studies
□ Speaking
□ Participation on MC (by area)
□ Language of Science
□ Listening
□ Professional development for staff
□ Cultural Competency
□ MCAS Math
□ Graduation Rate
□ MCAS Language Arts
□ Dropout Rate
□ MCAS Science
□ Staff Qualifications
□ Parent Engagement/Communication
□ Identification and Services Provided
□ Equal access to extracurricular activities, support services, honors, and specials/electives
□ Other:_________________________________________

In the box below describe how data for the areas checked above will be gathered. For example, surveys (whom did you survey, what did you ask),
assessments, expense sheets and budget reports, professional development, staff qualifications or endorsements, staff to student ratios, type of
support or ELE program, etc. Rows may be added as necessary.
Checked area
How data will be gathered
What data sources will be used
Parent engagement

survey

Survey of parents not attending parent/teacher conference, by language.
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3) Analyze the Data, Part A
Analyze the data gathered in 2) Gather and Organize Data and in the tables in the appendix to determine how and why strengths and challenges exist.
Results from this data analysis process will be used to inform goal setting and action planning. Data can be both qualitative and quantitative.
A. Identify the district’s strengths in helping ELs acquire English language proficiency and achieve academic success in the areas marked by the
checkboxes below, and include strengths from analysis of the data from the tables in the appendix and other sources.

ACCESS
□ Growth to Proficiency
□ Language of Math
□ Reading
□ Number or percent proficient
□ Language of Language Arts
□ Writing
□ Participation on ACCESS
□ Language of Social Studies
□ Speaking
□ Participation on MCAS (by area)
□ Language of Science
□ Listening
□ Professional development for staff
□ Cultural Competency
□ MCAS Math
□ Graduation Rate
□ MCAS Language Arts
□ Dropout Rate
□ MCAS Science
□ Staff Qualifications
□ Parent Engagement/Communication
□ Identification and Services Provided
□ Equal access to extracurricular activities, support services, honors, and specials/electives
□ Other:_________________________________________

In the rows below, describe the possible reasons as determined by the data analysis, for the success in the areas identified in the checked boxes
above. Rows may be added as necessary.
Checked area
Possible reasons
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3) Analyze the Data, Part B
B. Identify the district’s challenges in helping ELs acquire English language proficiency and achieve academic success in the areas marked by the
checkboxes below. Also include challenges realized from the data analyzed in the tables included in the appendix and other sources.

ACCESS
□ Growth to Proficiency
□ Language of Math
□ Reading
□ Number or percent proficient
□ Language of Language Arts
□ Writing
□ Participation on ACCESS
□ Language of Social Studies
□ Speaking
□ Participation on MC (by area)
□ Language of Science
□ Listening
□ Professional development for staff
□ Cultural Competency
□ MCAS Math
□ Graduation Rate
□ MCAS Language Arts
□ Dropout Rate
□ MCAS Science
□ Staff Qualifications
□ Parent Engagement/Communication
□ Identification and Services Provided
□ Equal access to extracurricular activities, support services, honors, and specials/electives
□ Other:_________________________________________

Describe in the rows below the possible reasons, as determined by the data analysis, for the lack of success in the areas identified in the checked
boxes above. Rows may be added as necessary.
Checked area
Possible reasons
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4) Set the Target

Based on the district’s data analysis, check the areas in the box below that will be addressed in an effort to improve the ELE program. Next, write a target
for meeting each of the goals to improve the program.
ACCESS
□ Growth to Proficiency
□ Language of Math
□ Reading
□ Number or percent proficient
□ Language of Language Arts
□ Writing
□ Participation on ACCESS
□ Language of Social Studies
□ Speaking
□ Participation on MC (by area)
□ Language of Science
□ Listening
□ Professional development for staff
□ Cultural Competency
□ MCAS Math
□ Graduation Rate
□ MCAS Language Arts
□ Dropout Rate
□ MCAS Science
□ Staff Qualifications
□ Parent Engagement/Communication
□ Identification and Services Provided
□ Equal access to extracurricular activities, support services, honors, and specials/electives□
Other:_________________________________________

Goal 1: What target will the district set to ensure that the number and percent of students making progress in English proficiency meets the
target set by the State?
□Increase the percent of ELs in the district who meet or improve their Student Growth Percentile on ACCESS (SGPA) by _____% by _____ (date).
OR
□Reduce the gap between district results and State expectation of the percent of ELs meeting their SGPA by _____% by _____(date).
OR
□Maintain the district’s student SGPAs in accordance with State expectations.
Focus Areas:
The district will focus on the following areas in order to meet this goal (to address the checked boxes from above):
□
□
□
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Goal 2: What target will the district set in order to ensure that the number and percent of students achieving fluency in English meets the State
expectation?
□Increase the percent of ELs in the district who achieve fluency by _____% by _____ (date).
OR
□Reduce the gap between district results and State expectation of the percent of ELs achieving fluency by _____% by _____(date).
OR
□Maintain the percent of ELs achieving fluency in accordance with State expectations.
Focus Areas:
The district will focus on the following areas in order to meet this goal (to address the checked boxes from above):
□
□
□
Goal 3: What target(s) will the district set in order to ensure it is reducing the proficiency gap between the district’s EL subgroup and the
general student population on the content assessments (MCAS)?
□Increase the district’s cumulative PPI by _____ points by _____ (date).
OR
□Reduce the gap between district results and State expectation of the cumulative PPI by _____points by _____(date).
OR
□Maintain the cumulative PPI for the EL subgroup in accordance with State expectations.
Focus Areas:
The district will focus on the following areas in order to meet this goal (to address the checked boxes from above):
□
□
□
Goal 4: Target for improvement of other areas identified in the data analysis.
The district will address the following topic(s) (from checked boxes above) in order to meet this goal.

□(Topic

to be Addressed)____________________________ by_________________________ (Amount
______________________________________(Method or Manner of Improvement) by _________(date).

of

Improvement

Expected)

by

□(Topic to be Addressed)____________________________ by_________________________ (Amount of Improvement Expected) by
______________________________________(Method or Manner of Improvement) by _________(date).
Focus Areas:
The district will focus on the following areas in order to meet this goal (to address the checked boxes from above):
□
□
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5) Action Plan
Describe the action steps to be taken in order to address the four goals set by district in 4) Set the Target. Rows for actions may be added or deleted as
needed.
Goal 1: Copy the Goal and Target that the district has set in 4) Set the Target above here.
Indicate what actions the district will take in order to meet the target set for improving progress in acquiring English proficiency. The district will take
the following actions in order to meet the target set for this goal.
For each of the focus areas checked for the targets above, describe in the spaces below:
Checked area – Which of the checked boxes will be a focus area for the upcoming year (restate here)?
Action Step – What step(s) will the district take to ensure the focus area is addressed?
Indicator(s) of Success –How will success be measured?
Person(s) Responsible – Name(s) of the person(s) who will be responsible for ensuring the action steps are completed successfully.
Timeline – When will the action step(s) be started and what are the expected intervals of action?
Focus Area
Action Step
Indicator of Success
Person Responsible
Timeline
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Goal 2: Copy the Goal and Target that the district has set in 4) Set the Target above here.
Indicate what actions the district will take in order to meet the target set for increasing the percent of students achieving English proficiency. The district
will take the following actions in order to meet the target set for this goal.
For each of the focus areas checked for the targets above, describe in the spaces below:
Checked area – Which of the checked boxes will be a focus area for the upcoming year (restate here)?
Action Step – What step(s) will the district take to ensure the focus area is addressed?
Indicator(s) of Success –How will success be measured?
Person(s) Responsible – Name(s) of the person(s) who will be responsible for ensuring the action steps are completed successfully.
Timeline – When will the action step(s) be started and what are the expected intervals of action?
Focus Area
Action Step
Indicator of Success
Person Responsible
Timeline

Goal 3: Copy the Goal and Target that the district has set in 4) Set the Target above here.
Indicate what actions the district will take in order to meet the target set for ensuring ELs are proficient in the content area assessments. The district will
take the following actions in order to meet the target set for this goal.
For each of the focus areas checked for the targets above, describe in the spaces below:
Checked area – Which of the checked boxes will be a focus area for the upcoming year (restate here)?
Action Step – What step(s) will the district take to ensure the focus area is addressed?
Indicator(s) of Success –How will success be measured?
Person(s) Responsible – Name(s) of the person(s) who will be responsible for ensuring the action steps are completed successfully.
Timeline – When will the action step(s) be started and what are the expected intervals of action?
Focus Area
Action Step
Indicator of Success
Person Responsible
Timeline
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Goal 4: Copy the Goal and Target that the district has set in 4) Set the Target above here.
Indicate what actions the district will take in order to meet the target set for improving other areas identified from the data analysis. The district will take
the following actions in order to meet the target set for this goal.
For each of the focus areas checked for the targets above, describe in the spaces below:
Checked area – Which of the checked boxes will be a focus area for the upcoming year (restate here)?
Action Step – What step(s) will the district take to ensure the focus area is addressed?
Indicator(s) of Success –How will success be measured?
Person(s) Responsible – Name(s) of the person(s) who will be responsible for ensuring the action steps are completed successfully.
Timeline – When will the action step(s) be started and what are the expected intervals of action?
Focus Area
Action Step
Indicator of Success
Person Responsible
Timeline

6) Monitoring

Gather the team together periodically to review the data used to set the targets and any new data that have been gathered as relate to completing the goals.
Indicate by action step, the date of monitoring, the effectiveness of the action step, any challenges identified and whether any modifications to the action
steps may be needed. Rows may be added as needed.
Action Step

Date of
Monitoring

Effectiveness

Challenges

Modifications Needed
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Appendix
Used in conjunction with the self-assessment and the coordinated program review document, this program evaluation will assist districts and schools in
determining areas of strength and challenge in terms of services provided to ELs. To assist in reviewing and analyzing data, the following tables have
been provided for district and school use. Other similar tables may be created by the district in order to document surveys or other sources of information
regarding steps the district takes to serve ELs and support teachers.
Information to be gathered for the program evaluation can also be found on line using the District Analysis, Review and Assistance Tool (DART) at
http://www.doe.mass.edu/apa/dart/, the ACCESS reports provided to the district in the summer months, the district data gathered for the Coordinated
Program Review visit or mid-cycle review using the self-assessment, surveys, and any other sources currently in use by the district.
In attempting to determine whether a district’s ELE program is appropriate and effective, there first has to be a proper identification of the students being
served. Table 1 is intended as a tool for districts to use as a way of understanding whether identification of ELs is appropriately accomplished and
whether there is sufficient ability to communicate with parents and students. For information and guidance pertaining to the questions in Table 1, see the
“Guidance on Identification, Placement, Assessment, and Reclassification of English Learners” document at:
http://www.doe.mass.edu/EL/guidance_laws.html.
Table 1: Questions to consider in analyzing the process of identifying and placing students
1. How does the district ensure that each student completes a Home Language Survey?

2. If a Home Language Survey indicates a language other than English, how are appropriate personnel notified of the need to test the student for
English proficiency?

3. Who reviews the Home Language Survey to determine whether a student should be assessed for English proficiency?

3. Who administers the language proficiency assessment if it is determined that there is a need to screen for English proficiency?

4. Does the district utilize the State placement test?
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5. Are staff trained in the placement test’s use and interpretation?

6. Who interprets the assessment and determines program placement?

7. Who is charged with ensuring that parent notification of a child’s placement in an ELE program takes place and is documented? Are
notifications sent in a language parents can understand? How does the district/school know the preferred languages of parents (written and
spoken)? What else is done to reach parents?

8. How are proficiency assessment/screener results communicated to classroom teachers of ELs? Is there opportunity for collaboration and
planning among the ELs’ teachers to ensure that there is a seamless plan for instruction of the ELs?

9. How well is language instruction aligned with the academic language and core curriculum goals of the content areas? Does the district have an
ESL curriculum? Is it aligned to the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks and does it integrate WIDA standards?

10. What are the district’s criteria for exiting ELE services? Are students supported after exit? In what ways? For how long?

11. How are students monitored, and who is charged with ensuring that monitoring occurs according to the district monitoring criteria and
procedures?
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Table 2 addresses identification of the possible needs for services to be provided to students in special populations. Students who are immigrant,
homeless, migrant, refugee, etc. may also be ELs. These and similar special student populations require additional support beyond linguistic proficiency.
Districts will need to ensure students receive advocacy and understanding of their special needs and circumstances in order to provide appropriate
education and receipt of any supports or services they are entitled to under state and federal laws. In order to compose a picture of the level of service and
coordination among various staff in the district designed to serve these special populations, consider what documentation exists for coordination with
special populations and staff working with them in the district.
Table 2: Questions to consider in determining level of services for ELs also identified as in need of other special services
1. Of the homeless population, how many are EL and how are their special needs (homelessness and EL) being met?

2. Of the students eligible for special education, how many are EL and how are their needs being met?

3. Does the district have a migrant population? If so, how many are EL and how are their needs being met?

4. Does the district have a population served through Title ID (Neglected and Delinquent)? If so, how many are EL and how are their needs being
met?

5. Does the district have a refugee population? If so, how are their needs (refugee and EL) being met?

6. Does the district have a recent immigrant population? If so, how are their needs being met (remember that not all recent immigrants are ELs,
but most may experience a cultural adjustment period).

7. Describe the strategies and activities the district will use to coordinate local, state, and federal educational programs that provide services to
special student populations such as homeless, migrant, SPED, neglected and delinquent, and refugee.
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8. Describe the progress made by special student populations in learning the English language and meeting challenging State academic content and
student academic achievement standards (ACCESS or MCAS results, number and type of interventions needed, reductions in referrals for outside
services, etc.).

9. What professional development have teachers and school staff had for working with these populations? How frequent and varied is the
professional development?

10. What community resources/parent groups are available to learn more about the needs of students from these populations?

11. Does a district representative go to parents’ homes to visit if parents cannot come to school functions or conferences?

12. Is communication consistently sent home to parents in a language they understand at ALL grade levels? What languages do the students
speak (DART or SIMS), and are there appropriately trained interpreters available for students or for parents? Are good quality translations of
school information and reports available to parents?

13. Is there a warm, welcoming environment at the school?

Suggestions for providing opportunities for understanding special populations:
 Healthcare - how is health care is provided in America, where to go for services, when is an Emergency room visit necessary and when is the
doctor’s office or clinic appropriate, where to obtain prescriptions, which medications require a prescription and which are over-the-counter,
which drugs are legal in America, how health insurance works and who has to have it.
 Acculturation - even when parents and students speak English, cultural adaptation can be very challenging for those new to the U.S. The district
should take steps to ensure that immigrant students are provided with information about counseling, advocacy, and awareness of rights and
responsibilities of living in the US. In addition, parents of some students or ELs may not always have the linguistic capacity or the time due to
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work demands or other commitments to visit the school or be active members of committees. Therefore, it may benefit the district to reach out to
community liaisons to gather information about how to best communicate with immigrant/refugee/migrant parents and serve immigrant children.
Driving – traffic and driving safety and where to obtain a driver’s license, car insurance, use of seatbelts, use of helmets for bicycles and
motorcycles, what is needed in order to obtain a driver’s license, who needs to have a driver’s license, car insurance requirements, where to go for
Driver’s Ed.
School - when/how will parents be notified of snow days or safety concerns, is there a meeting to discuss the school handbook?
Living - where to find services such as tenant-landlord relations, housing authority, places of worship, groceries for preferred dishes, voting
registration – who is eligible and for which elections?
Security and Public Safety - police department, how to recognize and respond to officers, and when to call the police or 911.

Table 3 identifies the number of teachers of ELs and how many are appropriately licensed. Similar tables can be found in the OELAAA forms in the back
of the Coordinated Program Review document. Many of the tables below should be completed for each building, as wEL as district level by grade in
order to determine where strengths and challenges may lie across the district. Without appropriately licensed staff, students may not be receiving the best
level of instruction or type of service to meet their needs.
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Table 3: Teacher Information
Grade level

# ELs

# ESL licensed
teachers

# SEI endorsed
teachers

% of ELs not served
by ESL licensed
teacher

% of ELs not served
by appropriately
licensed teacher

Pre-K
K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
12+
Questions to consider: Does the school have an appropriate number of SEI endorsed teachers? Do ESL teachers have regular and frequent meetings with
SEI endorsed (or non-SEI endorsed) content teachers about the ELs in their classrooms? Do ELs have access to counselors (guidance and other) to
discuss career planning, culture shock, bullying, etc. that they may be able to assist students with in a language they can understand?
Table 4 is intended for districts to consider how ELs are served by program type. By looking at the number served in each program type, it may provide
some insight as to whether resources are placed appropriately and, together with Table 5, whether the program type is effective in increasing the English
language proficiency level of ELs. Combined, the data are intended to show what conclusions can be made for whether a program type is best meeting the
needs of ELs and the district.
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Table 6 is intended to provide a quick visual reference of the performance of ELs and the general population on the MCAS. Of course, consideration
should be made for the length of time ELs have had the opportunity to participate in ELE programs. By definition ELs are still learning the language and
therefore should not be expected to be proficient with the use of the language of the tests. However, it may shed light on how well ELs and non-ELs
perform on the assessments and provide information to districts regarding whether attention should be paid to one group or another, or one test or another.
Table 6: Student Performance on MCAS
Reading

Grade

# / % of ELs at
Proficient or
Above

# / % of General
Population at
Proficient or
Above

Math
# / % of ELs at
Proficient or
Above

# / % of General
Population at
Proficient or
Above

Science/Technology
# / % of ELs at
Proficient or
Above

# / % of General
Population at
Proficient or
Above

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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In summary, consider the data collected and analyzed and discuss with the team what implications there are and what changes may need to take place.
Make an action plan for addressing the areas of challenge and for maintaining and expanding where possible the areas of strength.
1) Are ELs appropriately identified and served?
2) Does the district have a sufficient number of appropriately licensed teachers? If not, how can this problem be resolved?
3) Do the buildings/grades with the most ESL licensed teachers also have the most ELs?
4) Are core content teachers appropriately trained and endorsed in SEI?
5) Given the ELE program model provided in the district, do all students receive meaningful services to allow them to increase proficiency in
English and in content areas?
6) Compared to the general student population, how do ELs perform on the MCAS tests (by ELE program type)?
7) Do all ELs receive instruction by SEI endorsed teachers in all content areas?
8) To what degree are ELs participating in services and courses such as SPED, AP, and Honors (as well as extracurricular programs and specials)?
9) How do EL graduation and dropout rates compare to non-EL students?
10) To what degree are all staff in the district aware of ELs’ cultures and backgrounds and how to address or understand cultural adjustment?
11) Has the district considered cultural competency training for its staff?
12) Is communication with parents provided in languages they understand? Are translations and interpreted sessions provided by trained and
competent people?
13) What action steps will be taken to address challenges? What program changes are recommended for next year or following years?
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Appendix L
Program Evaluation Rubric
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Program Evaluation Rubric

Program Evaluation Rubric
District Name and Number:

Category

Reviewed by:

Meets
criteria/
Acceptable

Date
reviewed:

Does not
meet
criteria/Not
acceptable

Acceptable
but needs
attention

Establish a Team
Gather and Organize Data
Analyze the Data, Part A
Analyze the Data, Part B
Set the Target
Action Plan
Monitoring
Comments:
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Plan is acceptable as written
Plan is not acceptable as written
Plan is acceptable but needs attention in the areas indicated above
Step 1: Establish a Team
Criteria
The district has identified a sufficient number of planning team members who are
well informed about the issues involving English Learners (ELs), representing various
roles and bringing to the table broad knowledge and influence.
Comments:

Meets criteria?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Need more

Step 2: Gather and Organize Data
Criteria
District has identified and described sufficient qualitative and quantitative data
regarding services to ELs and area of impact on their performance in school to
inform the team of strengths and challenges facing the district in ensuring program
success.
Comments:

Meets criteria?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Need more

Step 3: Analyze the Data, Part A
Criteria
District has sufficiently analyzed qualitative and quantitative data and determined
how and why strengths in serving ELs and program effectiveness exist.
Comments:

Meets criteria?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Need more

Step 3: Analyze the Data, Part B
Criteria
District has sufficiently analyzed qualitative and quantitative data and determined
how and why challenges in serving ELs and program effectiveness exist.
Comments:

Meets criteria?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Need more
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Step 4: Set the Target
Criteria
District has identified and described the goals it has set for improvement. Targets
are set in order to meet these goals in accordance with the data gathered and
analyzed in previous steps.
Comments:

Meets criteria?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Need more

Step 5: Action Plan
Criteria
District has sufficiently described the action steps it will take including focus areas,
action steps, indicators of success, persons responsible, and timeline to ensure it is
meeting the goals and targets set.
Comments:

Meets criteria?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Need more

Step 6: Monitoring
Criteria
District has identified action steps to be monitored, dates of monitoring the steps,
effectiveness of the action steps, challenges, and modifications needed to ensure
success of the program.
Comments:

Meets criteria?
□ Yes
□ No
□ Need more
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Additional Appendices
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Request for Bilingual Interpreter
ELE Liaison will be contacted when a bilingual interpreter is needed and is not available. This request must be approved by a school
administrator. Please provide us with time to secure a translator by sending this request two weeks in advance of the meeting.
Thank you.
Today’s Date: __________________
School Administrator Signature Approving This Request
Print Name:_________________________________
Signature: _______________________________
Person requesting the meeting and who should be contacted with any questions related to the meeting.
Name

Position

Meeting Information
Date
Location
Beginning Time
Ending Time
To whom should the interpreter report for the meeting?

Name
Position
If the parent/guardian needs to be contacted prior to the meeting, please provide the following:
Parent/Guardian Name(s):
First Name
Last Name

Relation to Student

Parent/Guardian Telephone Number: _____________________________
Reason for Meeting:

 Special Education Team
 Suspension Meeting
 Parent -Teacher Meeting
 Parent Meeting College-Career
 Planning
 Placement
 Disciplinary

 Other
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Bilingual Translation Activities with Parents/Guardians
The staff convening the meeting or designee should complete this form. The completed form should be signed
by the bilingual translator.
Name of Parent/Guardian:
Name of Student:

Grade:

Date bilingual translator provided services:
Translated to:
Number of translator hours provided:
Type of Activity that bilingual translator provided:
Describe activity (e.g., parent conference, open house, college meeting)

Person completing this form, signature, and date:
Name

Signature

Position

Signature

Date

Translator
Name
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Greater New Bedford Regional Vocational Technical High School
Transitioning process for LEP (Limited English Proficient) students to FLEP (Former Limited English
Proficient)
Based on the Massachusetts Department of Elementary & Secondary Education requirements, transitioning LEP
students are monitored for a period of four years or until it is determined that they can do ordinary classroom
work in English. Teachers use progress reports, teacher/student and teacher/teacher conferences as well as
quarter grades to determine needs on how to assist the students.
MONITORING INSTRUMENT FOR TRANSITIONING LEP STUDENTS
Massachusetts DESE guidelines require that the academic progress of all students transitioned from the
Sheltered English Immersion (SEI) classroom must be monitored and that progress documented.
Transitioning Student Profile – Transitioning LEP Students Profile describes a Limited English Proficient
student who is being placed in a regular classroom. The ESL team has recommended the transition based on the
DESE guidelines as follows: levels of achievement on the ACCESS for ELLs, MCAS, report cards and teacher
recommendation.
I. Identifying information:
Student Name ________________________________________ SASID# ____________________________
Student Address ______________________________________ Tel. # ______________________________
Parent/Guardian ______________________________________ D.O.B. _____________________________
School Year ___________ Grade ___________ YOG ___________ IEP ___________ 504 ___________
Gender ________________ Ethnicity __________________________
Date of Entry in the U.S. ________________________________ Country of Origin _____________________
II. Massachusetts DESE Exiting Criteria:
Most Recent Assessment Results:
MCAS
Required
Performance Level:

ACCESS for ELLs

Passing Score in All
English

Math

Biology

Overall Score
of 4.5
Composite

Minimum Scores of 4.5
in Both
Reading

Writing

Student Score:
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Teacher Recommendation:
Subject
Recommended
English
Math
Science
History
Other Assessment: (report card grades, etc.)
Date
Course

Not Recommended

Grade

Teacher

III. Attendance: School Year ________________
Number of days_______________
IV. ESL Team
The ESL team recommends ________________________________ be transitioned to mainstream
during school year ______________. Parents will be notified by mail of placement.

classes

ESL Director _______________________________________________ Date _________________________
ESL Teacher(s) ______________________________________________ Date _________________________
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Parental Communication
When parents first enroll their child at GNBVTHS, the school will administer home language surveys and
determine the child’s eligibility for English Learner Education. The Home Language Survey also provides the
school the opportunity to learn what the parents’ preferred language is for further communications regarding the
student’s education. Districts are required to translate important information provided to all parents for those
who are not proficient in English. When it is not practicable for the district to provide a written translation
because it is not a common language, the district may provide a translator upon the parents’ request. Essential
information that needs to be provided in the parent’s preferred language includes:
•
registration and enrollment in school and school programs
•
language assistance programs
•
notices required by special education laws and regulations
•
IEP meetings
•
grievance procedures and notices of discrimination
•
parent handbooks
•
student discipline policies and procedures
•
report cards and progress reports
•
parent-teacher conferences
•
information regarding gifted and talented programs
•
requests for parent permission for student participation in school activities
•
such other information provided to native English-speaking parents such as invitations to join
school-related councils or groups
To provide parents with effective communication, interpreters or translators must understand and be able to
express in both languages any specialized terms or concepts used in the communication at issue. It is also
important that translators or interpreters have an understanding of the ethics of interpreting and translating, and
the need for confidentiality.
Moreover translators and interpreters should also be competent to interpret in and out of the language, or to
translate documents that require the knowledge of specialized terms of concepts in both languages. Web-based
translation services may be provided only if the translated document accurately conveys the meaning of the
source document, including accurately translating technical vocabulary. School districts using any web-based
automated translation services for documents containing personally identifiable information from a student's
education record must ensure that disclosure to the web-based service complies with the requirements of the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, 20 U.S.C. § 1232g(b), and its implementing regulations at 34
C.F.R. Part 99 .
It is also the district’s responsibility to provide parents and guardians of ELL students, with report cards and
progress reports in the same manner and with the same frequency as general education reporting. Progress
reports and reports cards should also include information regarding the student’s progress in becoming
proficient in using English language.
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